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Dear Eastman Strings Friends,
We are reminded of our humble beginnings as the Eastman Strings 
family grows into our third decade of service to the orchestral 
string community. It is a true pleasure to supply the world with the 
finest orchestral stringed instruments and we are sincerely grateful for 
your partnership. We look forward to continue providing responsive 
service and outstanding products that helped us emerge as a leader in 
the world of handcrafted instruments, bows and cases. 

This catalog is designed as a resource for musicians, teachers and 
dealers. We review the history of violin making up to current methods 
and materials utilized to make each instrument a special work of art.  
Our Advanced and Master Series instruments are hand carved from 
select tonewoods and newly improved varnishes. These techniques 
impart each instrument with a sonorous tone and appearance. Eastman 
instruments pair beautifully with our outstanding variety of traditional 
and modern bows to optimize the balance of power and agility for total 
artistic expression.

We also offers high quality wood, fiberglass and carbon fiber cases 
to provide the utmost level of protection for your precious instrument. 
Considerable care has been invested in the design for each model to 
ensure the ultimate in strength and durability. High impact features and 
long lasting components are coupled with stylish aesthetics to benefit 
the needs of today’s active musicians.

Eastman Strings relies on time-honored traditions to craft instruments 
of outstanding quality. Our motto is “Modern Instruments; Old 
Fashioned Quality” which allows you, the musician, teacher or dealer 
to follow your passion in music with absolute confidence. We wish you 
the best in your workshop, artistic endeavors or teaching studio and 
look forward to offering the instruments and accessories needed to 
achieve your absolute best.

Sincerely,

Qian Ni
Owner, Eastman Strings

Qian Ni
Owner
Eastman Strings
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The long and glorious history of orchestral string 
instrument making is one of the most fascinating musical 
traditions the world has known. 

Through our violin and bow making activities, we at Eastman Strings are humbly linked to 
a tradition nearly 500 years old. We strive to uphold a level of artistic achievement worthy 
of our predecessors.

The history of the violin family is fascinating and complex. It has all the elements of a 
great story, and our place in that story tells a lot about how we view the importance of 
what we do. There are many books that offer extensive information and speculation about 
the history of violin making, so it is not our goal to repeat all of this information here. Let’s 
pick up the story in the late 19th century, when socio-economic factors came into play 
influencing the art of violin making, bringing it into the modern age.

In the mid to late 19th century, the industrial revolution was well under way. This brought 
a rise of urban culture, increased buying power for the middle class, and expanded 
international trade. A generation of relatively well-educated and affluent people turned 
their interest to music making, both as a pastime and also as a vocation. Ordinary 
people now embraced classical and folk music. They wanted not only to hear it, but also 
to play it themselves. Several different types of instruments grew in popularity—both 
mechanical devices such as player pianos, music boxes of ingenious designs, and other 
basically self-playing instruments, and also more traditional instruments such as pianos, 
harmoniums, and violins. The violin in particular was the instrument of choice for more 
amateur and professional musicians than any other.

Imagine the difficulty that would-be music makers faced with a severe shortage of 
instruments on which to play. The great master instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries 
were already collectible and unaffordable by this time and modern instruments were also 
relatively rare and expensive. Several savvy violin makers determined a solution. They 
created master workshops where they trained specialist wood carvers to do much of the 
time consuming work of violin making for them. The masters trained the workers, oversaw 
their work, and participated in the assembly and varnishing of the instruments. By 

Human beings have a 
compelling need to make 
music, and they have 
been doing so on bowed 
stringed instruments for a 
millennium. This detail from 
a 1000-year-old Medieval 
illustration depicts a
musician (actually King 
David) tuning a rebec, an 
important three-stringed 
predecessor to the violin. 
There was once a great 
variety of early bowed 
instruments, but today, the 
instruments of the violin 
family reign supreme not 
only in classical music, but 
also in pop, jazz, and folk 
styles. Note that the con-
vex bow being used in this 
illustration helps explain 
how the bow got its name. 
Modern bows have been 
altered in shape, but have 
retained the name they 
were given in early times.
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The seal of the 
great Italian master 

Antonio Stradivari
appears on the 

labels of
the instruments he 

built— as well as 
millions of copies 

(of all qualities) that 
have been built 

since.

putting much of the work in the hands of specialized workers, who were not highly paid 
masters, they were able to create high quality hand-made instruments at reasonable 
cost. As a result, violins were both available and affordable to musicians who lacked the 
budget to purchase vintage instruments, but nevertheless wanted fine violins. It sounds 
obvious to us now, but this was a major change for both violin making and for the world 
of music in general. In former generations, only a small caste of professional musicians, 
working primarily for the European courts and churches, were able to play instruments 
(which were often provided by their employers). Now, nearly anyone could acquire a 
hand-made violin and learn to make music.

Violins became both available and affordable to 
musicians who wanted fine instruments.

All of this was important, not only for the future of violin making, but also for music in 
general. Think of the creative power, not to mention the surge in popularity of classical 
music which resulted from this increased access to musical instruments! During this 
period, which lasted from the late 19th until the middle of the 20th century, hand-made 
violins and bows were available in a wide range of prices. The least expensive were 
really quite awful, but they served their purpose. In fact, Sears and Roebuck, and 
Montgomery Ward sold cheap outfits in their catalogs; while fine violin shops sold the 
better workshop instruments and bows, often re-labeling them with their shop name, or 

with incorrect or fictitious maker’s labels.

Many people cleaning out a closet or attic, have 
been thrilled by the discovery of a violin by the great 
Cremonese master Stradivarius.

Thinking that they have made their fortunes, nearly all of these people are later 
disappointed to learn that these instruments are inexpensive German or Czech copies 
with facsimile Stradivarius labels. The origin of the “attic Strad” is found in the practice 
of many makers who put cheaply printed Stradivari labels in their export instruments.



European workshops continued hand-making instruments and bows up until the middle 
of the 20th century. World War II brought about major changes in the business of violin 
making. Many violinmakers were killed in the violence and workshops were destroyed, 
as were entire towns. Europe itself was rearranged in the aftermath of the war. These 
combined facts, completely altered violin making in the mid-20th century. First, many of 
the German makers who had been living in the German areas of Czechoslovakia, once 
major producers of instruments, found themselves no longer welcome in their former 
hometowns. They were evicted from their homes and workshops and forced to emigrate 
to the West. Furthermore, much of Europe, including a large part of Germany, fell under 
communist rule, which had a tremendous effect on production and trade. Many of the 
former East German and Czech makers who moved to the West, set up a new violin 
making colony in the town of Erlangen, where they and their descendants work to this 
day. In addition to their geographical relocation, another source of major change was 
automation and mechanization of the violin making process.

Beginning after World War II, most student-model stringed instruments were largely 
machine-made, with handwork comprising little or none of the process. This means that, 
among musicians who began study after the war, nearly all started on machine-made 
instruments of questionable quality. Think about it - generations of string players never 
knew what it was like to play a fine instrument until they were advanced enough to invest 
in an expensive old one.

In recent decades, several factors have revived the weakened violin craft. Very important 
in inspiring change was the huge success of the Suzuki Method in popularizing study 
of stringed instruments. The large number of string programs and private studios found 
today owe a great deal to this phenomenon. 
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In 1992, Qian Ni, who immigrated to the United States 
from China to study music, founded Eastman Strings. 

In the beginning, he and his two musician colleagues 
bought instruments from Western-trained violinmakers 
from their hometown in China. Before long, they saw 
that a different approach was needed. 

Emulating the European tradition, Mr. Ni hired a group 
of established master violinmakers, and with their help, 
established a large master violin workshop devoted to 
the handcrafting of instruments. This workshop is one 
of the first the world has known since the first half of 
the 20th century. In the short time since this workshop 
was founded, the reputation of Eastman Strings’ 
instruments for tonal beauty and craftsmanship has 
become a worldwide standard. After establishing the 
instrument-making workshop, Qian Ni went on to create 
a bow-making workshop based on the same principles. 
In both workshops, master luthiers train and oversee talented woodworkers to 
create some of the world’s finest student, step-up, and professional instruments 
and bows.

An exciting new chapter in the history of violin
and bow making is being written in our own time.

Today, the instrument and bow making workshops of Eastman Strings perform in 
precisely the same manner as late 19th century European workshops. They have 
virtually no power tools aside from the band saws used to cut out the necks and 
the outlines of the tops and backs of instruments. Chisels, gouges, and scrapers, 
in the hands of remarkably gifted crafts people, are the primary tools used to 
create these modern instruments and bows. Eastman Strings gives current 
string players the advantages unknown to earlier generations - outstanding 
instruments, bows, and cases available worldwide at affordable prices.

We at Eastman Strings are excited to be contributing to string instrument playing 
through both our revival of traditional Old-World methods, and our pioneering of 
new materials and methods in the construction of bows and cases. We invite you 
to join us in the making of musical history

How It All Started

In 2003, Eastman Strings’ 
main workshop moved 
into this new complex. 
Inside these buildings, 
the large windows you 
see here are lined with 
workbenches at which 
dozens of skilled crafts 

people hand craft 
instruments in precisely 

the same manner that 
German and Czech 

makers did a century ago. 



The “secret of our success” is actually no secret at all. In 
fact, it’s an old story... 

There are no computerized machines or industrial routers in our workshop. The devices 
we employ are good hands and sharp tools, just as in master workshops 100 years ago. 
Talented crafts people, under the guidance of master luthiers, handcraft our instruments 
from aged tonewoods in precisely the same manner as the famous German and Czech 
workshops did a century ago. 

The story of every instrument begins with the tonewoods used in its construction. Our 
master luthiers begin by selecting high quality aged spruce for the tops and maple for 
the backs, ribs, necks, and scrolls. The wood used to make an instrument will, in large 
measure, determine the final results, so we start every one of our instruments with select, 
seasoned tonewoods.
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Secret of Our Success



Each instrument has a neck block, end block, and four 
corner blocks.

To start the building process, these blocks are fit into a rib mold. The blocks are the 
main structures that link the ribs, top, back, and neck together, and give strength to 
the finished instrument.

After the blocks are fit into the mold, they are carefully shaped with chisels and 
gouges. The shape of the corner and end blocks is important because it determines 
the shape of the ribs themselves. After the ribs are complete, the mold will be 
removed, but the blocks will remain attached to the ribs.

Ribs are shaped using heat, moisture, and gentle pressure to bend the thin wood. Ribs 
must be thin but strong. Ribs that are too thick and heavy will dampen an instrument’s 
resonance. The ribs’ curvature imparts structural strength, but they remain the instru-
ment’s most delicate part. When they have been bent into their final shape, the ribs are 
glued to the blocks, fitting perfectly around the mold.
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Next, the rib linings are cut, bent, and attached to 
the ribs. 

Without the linings, there would not be enough surface on the rib edges to 
create a secure glue bond with the top and back. The rib linings follow the 
contour of the ribs and dovetail into notches in the corner blocks.

After the ribs are removed from the mold, the exposed interior of the blocks 
is shaped and smoothed. This removes the excess wood that was holding 
the block in place in the mold. With this step, the ribs are complete.

Tops and backs are cut out from either single pieces of tonewood, or from 
book-matched pairs joined at the center. The exterior arching is shaped by 
experienced violinmakers.

Correct graduations are essential to the sound and response of an 
instrument. These finely calibrated variations in thickness are completed 
from the inside using the tap tuning method. This requires expert handwork, 
a sensitive ear, and frequent, careful measurements to ensure precision that 
no machine can match. Taking the time to carefully graduate and tap tune 
the top and bottom plates brings out the unique qualities in each piece of 
wood insuring that each instrument has it’s own voice.

F-holes are rough-cut in the top using a jeweler’s saw and finished with 
a knife. These holes are essential to the release of the instrument’s 
sound, but their shape is dictated more by tradition than acoustics. The 
instruments of most historically important luthiers can be identified partly 
by the shape and angle of their f-holes. The quality of an instrument’s 
craftsmanship is often judged in part from the precision with which they 
are shaped.

The bass bar is a slightly flexible piece of wood glued inside the top that 
provides support and enhances the instrument’s bass notes. It must be 
carved to match perfectly with the interior surface of the top. After the 
bass bar is glued in place, it is further shaped to provide strength and 
tonal enhancement. It is tallest directly under where the bridge will go, 
and gets shorter toward its ends.
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After the top, back, and ribs are glued together, the edges of the top and back are 
shaped to exactly follow the curvature of the ribs. Then channels for purfling are cut 
by hand. If the carving of these channels is not precise, there will be gaps between 
the thin wood of the purfling and the edge of the channel where it is inlaid. This is 
unsightly, and can cause buzzing when the instrument is played.
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The purfling, three layers of thin wood - ebony, maple, and 
ebony, is carefully cut and inlaid.

Purfling is both decorative and protective, helping prevent any edge cracks that might 
(but hopefully won’t!) occur, from extending to the body of the instrument. The four 
sections of purfling (one for the upper section, one each for the center bouts, and one 
for the lower bout) must be exactly the right length to match up at the corners and be 
perfectly shaped to meet with no gaps or overlaps. Makers take pride in executing this 
precisely. The purfling is then trimmed flush with the surface of the instrument. Further 
refinements are made to the edges now that the purfling is in place.
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The scroll is carved by hand from aged maple. 

This small sculpture adds beauty and personality and provides the instru-
ment’s “signature.” Because they are carved by hand, no two scrolls are 
identical.

When the scroll is complete, a neck carver takes over. A smooth neck of the 
proper thickness makes playing easier. The completed neck and scroll are 
custom fitted to the instrument’s neck block. A tight fit and the proper angle 
are essential for durability, sound, and playability.

The edges and corners receive their final touches, and the body of the 
instrument is ready for the last step prior to varnishing. The surface of the 
top and back are scraped smooth. A scraper is an unusual blade with a 
burred scraping edge rather than a sharp cutting edge. A scraped surface is 
preferable to a sanded one, as it is extremely smooth and doesn’t have the 
slightly clouded appearance of wood that has been sanded.
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Instruments are varnished by hand. Brushes of 
different sizes are used so that large surfaces and 
fine details can all be well coated. Necks are left 
unvarnished to provide a smooth shifting surface.

Three different types of varnish are used on stringed instruments. For instruments 
intended for use by students and young players, durability is important. Modern 
fast-drying oil-based varnishes are used for these instruments because they 
create a tough surface that resists scratches and dings, and they allow the 
instruments to resonate well. Many step-up and professional instruments have 
spirit varnishes. This means that the varnish is made by dissolving resins and 
pigments in a spirit (alcohol) base. The spirit varnish used on many Eastman 
Strings models is made from recipes almost as old as the craft of violin making. 
Still other instruments are varnished using  old-fashioned slow-drying oil 
varnishes. Most of the old Italian master luthiers used varnishes of this type. They 
are time-consuming to apply because they dry slowly, and they will only harden 
in the presence of ultraviolet light. For this reason, luthiers in the past hung their 
instruments from lines outdoors to expose them to sunlight between coats. Many 
makers still do this today, though special electric lights can also help speed the 
process without exposing the instruments to possible damage from wind, insects, 
and careless neighbors outdoors! Because of the time and expertise required to 
apply oil varnishes of this type, they are generally only used on more expensive 
professional instruments. 

Eastman dries it’s oil varnishes outside,
the old-fashion way.

When the varnish is dry, the pegs and end button or endpin are fitted by hand 
using special tools. These parts are not held in place by glue or mechanics, but 
rather by simple friction. This means that the taper of the peg or endpin must 
match exactly with that of the hole in which it is fitted, or it will lack the necessary 
full contact to keep it from slipping around. Top grade ebony, rosewood, or 
boxwood fittings are used. These hard woods ensure smooth operation and 
durability. Pegs require a little bit of upkeep in the form of seasonal cleaning and 
lubrication or they may become too sticky or slippery. Some modern pegs utilize 
mechanical gears or tension devices in an attempt to replace the friction peg, but 
as with many things, the old way is still the best.

Now the instrument is complete, and it’s time to set it up to play.
A soundpost and bridge are fitted. These parts must be custom carved and 
carefully adjusted on every instrument for fit and placement to allow each 
instrument to sound its best. Strings are installed, and at last the instrument is 
ready to play its first notes.
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By the time an Eastman Strings instrument reaches the player, dozens of experts have 
had a hand in bringing it to the peak of its sound, playability, and beauty. All of this 
specialized attention at every stage insures that each instrument achieves its greatest 
musical potential, so that its player can too.

When you play an Eastman Strings instrument, you are in 
touch with more than a century of tradition and excellence. 
At Eastman Strings, the instruments are modern, but the 
quality is old-fashioned. 

Secret of Our Success (continued)



It wasn’t very long ago that fractional, or children’s size 
instruments were a rarity. Most young musicians had no 
alternative to playing on instruments that were built for 
much larger people. 

Most young musicians had no alternative to playing on instruments that were built for 

much larger people. Yet, over the years, small players have suffered frustration and even 

physical injury while  trying to play instruments that were too big for them.

The photo to the left shows the great violinist Sir Yehudi Menuhin 

in the early 1900’s, at about eight years old. Despite his youth and small size, he is 

holding what appears to be a full-sized violin! Evidently, there was not a suitable violin for 

him to play in his size. Menuhin went on to have a world-wide career as a soloist, but in 

his day, even for prodigies, quality fractional instruments were difficult or impossible to 

find. 

In recent decades, because of the growing popularity of stringed instruments for all 

types of music and the success of educational methods, such as the Suzuki method, 

that encourages very young children to learn to play; the importance of quality fractional 

instruments is greater than ever. Thanks in part to Eastman Strings, players of all ages 

and sizes can have high quality hand-made instruments the size that is right for them. 
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Instruments in a full range of sizes

Thanks in part to 
Eastman Strings, young 
players no longer need to 
struggle on instruments 
built for adults.
Photo used by permission 
from Welt Chronik

1/32 1/16 1/10 1/8 1/4



Many instrument makers cut corners when building small 
instruments or instruments intended for use by students. 
But at Eastman Strings, we feel strongly that a player’s first 
instrument is in many ways the most important one he or 
she will ever play.  

This is why even our entry level violins and violas have such details as real hand-inlaid 

purfling (see page 10 for more information) and genuine ebony fingerboards, pegs, and 

end buttons. 

Unreliable student instruments are hard to play and  maintain, often frustrating 

inexperienced players at the  crucial formative stage of their studies. By contrast, a 

well-made instrument is reliable, easy to play and maintain, and rewards a student’s 

efforts with excellent sound and response. 

The difference is in the details. Samuel Eastman instruments are designed and built to 

make music for generations. From the wood selection through every stage of construction 

and setup, we take care of the details so that players can focus their energy on playing.
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Attention to detail

1/2 3/4 7/8 4/4 (full)

Carved instruments have 
genuine hand-inlaid 

purfling,  ebony 
fingerboards and 

pegs, and other details 
usually associated with 
expensive professional 

instruments. 



Wood 

At Eastman Strings, we put considerable emphasis on 

the quality of the craftsmanship of our instruments. Of 

equal importance in determining the outcome of an 

instrument maker’s efforts is the quality of the materials 

used. For nearly every part of a bowed stringed 

instrument, “material” means “wood.” 

Tonewood

The term tonewood is used when talking about the 

woods that make up the body of the instrument, as 

opposed to the fittings. The category of tonewood is 

subdivided into two sub-categories: soft wood for the 

tops, and hard wood for the backs, ribs (sides), necks, 

and scrolls.

If you’ve ever bumped your knee on a table leg, or hit 

your head on a door jamb, you probably think that all 

wood is hard. Still, there are variations in hardness 

among different types of wood. Instrument tops are made 

of what we call soft wood, and in virtually all instances, 

this means spruce. Pine and some other evergreens, 

such as cedar, are also softwood trees, and their wood is 

occasionally used in instrument making as well. However, 

the vast majority of instrument tops are made of spruce. This wood is used because it 

tends to have straight, even grain, and when it is carved to the right shape and thickness, 

it is very resonant — a quality needed for good sounding instruments.

The hard tonewood used for the backs, ribs, necks, and scrolls is usually maple. Again, 

there are alternatives, such as poplar, birch, pear wood, and so on, but maple is the 

standard. The Golden Age Italian masters made fairly frequent use of poplar for cello and 

viola backs, and at Eastman Strings, we use both Canadian poplar and highly flamed 

Italian Lombardy poplar for some models. The rest of our models are made of maple. 

These hard woods are used because of their structural strength, and because they reflect 

sound back out through the f-holes, giving the instruments good tonal projection.
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The Story of Our Wood

Examples of tonewood 
clockwise from top 
left: plain maple, 
flamed maple, plain 
poplar (cut on the 
slab) and flamed 
Lombardy poplar. 
Note that the colors of 
these  samples derive 
from the instruments' 
varnish, not the color 
of the wood itself.



One characteristic of maple is that some trees have wood with  beautiful figures in 

it. Because these figures seem to shimmer and move when the light angle changes 

or the wood moves, they are often called “flame.” Not all maple wood has flame, 

and flame is found in different amounts in different pieces of wood. People have long 

valued the beautiful appearance of flamed maple. Because of its rarity and higher cost 

when compared to plain maple, flamed maple is usually used for the building of more 

expensive instruments. Flamed maple does not necessarily sound any better than 

plain maple, but over the centuries, the tradition of reserving the prettier wood for the 

more carefully crafted instruments has resulted in a general belief that instruments 

with flamed maple backs and ribs are better instruments. German makers of the last 

century created model designations among which the amount of flame in the maple 

was a distinguishing factor. This tradition is the basis for the way many workshops 

today, including Eastman Strings’ Beijing and European workshops, allocate their 

wood and differentiate their models. 

The way wood is cut and seasoned has a lot to do with whether it will make good 

tonewood. There are two basic ways to cut a log into pieces of wood for making 

instruments. The wood resulting from these two methods is called “quarters” and 

“slabs.” Most tonewood is cut into quarters. (This does not mean, as the word might 

imply, that the logs are cut into four equal pieces, or literal “quarters.” Instead, the 

word derives from a more obscure definition of “quarter” meaning that each wedge 

of wood is cut from the log lengthwise with its inner edge oriented toward the center 

of the log.) You can think of quartered wood as being like slices of a pie. (See Illus-

tration 1)  This is the most efficient way to get a lot of good quality tonewood with 

properly aligned grain from a log without a lot of waste. Spruce used for making tops 

is virtually always quarter-cut, and maple usually is too. Alternatively, maple and other 

hard woods are sometimes cut into slabs. (See Illustration 2) There is a fair amount of 

waste associated with this method of cutting wood, but the resulting slabs often have 

spectacular figure, and are used to make beautiful one-piece backs. 

Whether cut into quarters or slabs, tonewoods must be carefully seasoned before they 

are used. This means that they must be properly cut, stacked, and stored for several 

years. The ends of the pieces of wood are covered in wax to make sure that the 

moisture in the wood doesn’t simply ooze out of the end of the cut grain, but 

rather evaporates slowly through the wood’s sides. Wood that dries too rapidly 

often checks, which means that cracks along the grain appear spontaneously as 

the wood shrinks from the loss of moisture. Most makers won’t use wood if it hasn’t 

been seasoned for at least five years, and makers generally prefer wood to be as 

old as possible before use. (Slow drying helps ensure that wood does not develop 

any internal stresses, but kilns that speed up or ensure the thoroughness of drying 

are sometimes employed, particularly just before the wood is used.) Some private 

tonewood stocks contain wood that is up to 100 years old or more! Good tonewood 

this old can be very valuable.
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Illustration 1

Illustration 2

The Story of Our Wood (continued)



Quarters of spruce and maple that are ready 
to use for making instruments are sawn in half 
lengthwise, and the wide edges are planed flat 
and glued to each other.

(See Illustration 3) This is called “bookmatching,” and it’s fairly easy to 

see why. It’s as if the piece of wood were opened up like a book, and the 

wider part of the wood, representing the book’s spine, becomes the joint 

between the two pieces of wood. This results in a piece of wood that is tall 

in the middle and short at the edges, perfect for accommodating the arched 

shape of stringed instrument tops and backs. The center seam is usually 

visible on finished instruments, particularly on backs made of flamed wood. 

Spruce is also used to make corner blocks, end blocks, and rib linings 

(see “Our Secret,” pages 6-7). These are not readily visible on finished 

instruments because they are on the inside. If there is enough light, you 

can peer through the f-holes and see some of these parts where the ribs 

meet the back, and where the corners come together. As an alternative to 

spruce, blocks and linings can be made from willow or poplar. These parts 

need to be light and strong. Also located inside the instrument but visible 

through the f-holes is the soundpost. This is a dowel of fine-grained spruce 

that performs important structural and tonal roles. Note that the soundpost 

is not glued in place, and sometimes comes loose, requiring re-setting by a 

qualified luthier.

There is one last piece of tonewood needed to make an instrument 

function, and like the soundpost, it’s not permanently attached: the bridge. 

Bridges are made of quartersawn maple with especially close, even grain. 

Bridge blanks, the basic piece of wood from which bridges are hand cut for 

each instrument, range in quality depending on the grain structure and age 

of the wood, and can be quite expensive. The dark flecks between the grain 

lines on bridges, known as “spiegel,” are considered a sign of quality, and 

bridges with lots of evenly spaced flecks are prized. 
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Fittings

Illustration 3—Bookmatching 
quarter-sawn tonewoods:

1. A seasoned quarter of wood is  
 split lengthwise.

2. These two halves are then  
 “opened up” like a book, with  
 the wide edges together.

3. Next, the surfaces of the wide  
 edges are planed flat to create
 matching surface.

4. The planed surfaces are then  
 glued together to make a  
 two-piece top or back.

5. The resulting piece of wood  
 has the necessary height at  
 the center to allow for
 the instrument’s arching. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



The other woods used in making instruments — 
for fingerboards, pegs, tailpieces, endpins, and 
chinrests — come from a category known as 
tropical or exotic hardwoods. 

This category includes ebony, boxwood, rosewood, and assorted less 

commonly used woods. Fingerboards and other fittings require extra-hard 

wood for strength and durability, and those are the characteristics of these 

woods. Most makers like to make the pegs, tailpiece, endpin or end button, 

and chinrest out of the same type of wood for the sake of appearance, but 

regardless of the wood used for the other fittings, virtually all fingerboards 

are made of ebony.

Ebony is the wood most commonly used for all instrument fittings. It was 

popular in antiquity not only for its extreme density and hardness, but also 

because it is often a uniform, dense black color. In former centuries, ebony 

was so rare and expensive in Europe that fingerboards and tailpieces made 

from it actually had only a thin layer of it on the outside. The rest of the 

fitting was made of a softer, less expensive wood. Today, ebony fittings are 

usually made of solid ebony. Ebony often has streaks of brown in it. Some 

people like the look of this, and others prefer perfectly black ebony wood. 

Some student instruments have imitation ebony, or “ebonized” fittings, 

made by coating softer wood with a black stain or a hard black resin. At 

Eastman Strings, we use only genuine ebony.

Boxwood is also a very hard wood, and its uniform light brown color with 

very faint grain lines is considered attractive by many people. Boxwood can 

be stained, and it sometimes has beautiful flame. Boxwood fittings are often 

decorated with details made of ebony or another substance. Many Eastman 

Strings instrument models have beautiful boxwood pegs and other fittings.

Rosewood is usually quite dark red-brown with strong grain lines, though 

there are many color variations. It is a popular wood for fittings, though not 

as commonly used as ebony and boxwood.

The wood of the fittings does not affect the sound of the instrument 

nearly as much as the tonewoods do, though some players and makers 

theorize they still have a subtle influence. In recent years, plastic, carbon, 

or composite resin tailpieces and other fittings have become increasingly 

popular as replacements for wooden fittings. Tests done at Eastman Strings 

have shown that composite tailpieces, for example, perform very well 

sonically compared to wooden tailpieces. 
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Wood for Fittings

Pegs, from left to right: 
2 - rosewood, 1 - ebony, and 

2  - boxwood in various peg styles.

Wittner tailpiece and chinrest 
— these accessories look and 

perform like ebony, but are 
actually made from modern 

composite materials.



Most modern instrument makers base their work 
on the forms and dimensions of the great makers of 
the past.

At Eastman Strings, we have selected a number of historic models of past 

masters, as well as one modern model, on which to base our instruments. 

While each of our instruments is an individual, crafted from natural materials 

that themselves affect the outcome, some 

particular visual and tonal properties have 

become associated with specific old 

master makers. 

Not surprisingly, most of our instruments 

are built on a model designed by the great 

Antonio Stradivari. Commonly known as 

Stradivarius, this maker is regarded by 

most experts as the greatest violinmaker 

who ever lived. The period of his best work 

in Cremona, from the late 1600’s to the 

middle 1700’s, is thought of as the “Golden 

Age” of violin making. We use his patterns 

for violins, violas, and cellos. The model is 

respected for both its visual harmony and 

proportions, and for its acoustic properties.  

Another pattern popular with makers and 

players is that of Giuseppe Guarneri “del Gesu.” This great maker had a style 

somewhat different from Stradivari’s. The principal differences you can see 

most readily in modern copies of his work are in the f-holes, scrolls and the 

outline of the body. Many violin players like the Guarneri pattern because 

of its reputation for power and projection of tone. These instruments are 

typically bright and strong, with plenty of gusto in the upper positions. This 

maker is known primarily for violins, though he is thought to have made at 

least one cello in his lifetime. Most Guarneri copy cellos are not specifically 

based on his cello pattern, but rather combine characteristics of instruments 

made by other members of the Guarneri family with a version of Giuseppe’s 

easily recognizable violin f-holes. 

Domenico Montagnana is especially well-known for his cellos. Many 

prominent players, including Yo-Yo Ma, Mischa Maisky, Mstislav 

Rostropovich, Truls Mørk, Franz Helmerson, and others play cellos by this 

Cremonese master. Several of our cello models are available 
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Heritage From Great Makers of the Past

Cello Patterns from left 
to right — Stradivari, 
Goffriller, Guarneri, 
and Montagnana. The 
differences are subtle at 
first glance, but a closer 
look reveals considerable 
individuality.  
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Patterns

in the Montagnana pattern. The most notable 

physical characteristic of this maker’s cellos is their 

wide body, which accounts for their tendency to 

have especially strong and colorful low registers and  

sweet sounding A strings.  

Another maker who is known today primarily for 

his cellos is Matteo Goffriller. Many cello soloists, 

including Pablo Casals, Anner Bylsma, Yo-Yo Ma, 

Antonio Meneses, Daniel Gaisford, and others use 

or have used his cellos. They are known for their 

big, rich sound and great power in large halls. The 

Goffriller cello pattern we use is slightly narrower 

than that of Stradivari, and has the distinctive, 

slightly larger f-holes typical of this maker. In recent 

years, the Goffriller pattern cellos have become 

increasingly popular with players. Our Frederich 

Wyss and Rainer Leonhardt cellos are available in 

this pattern.

Lionel Tertis was not an instrument maker, yet a 

viola pattern is named after him. A violist who lived 

in England from 1876 - 1975, he had a profound 

influence on the viola world through his teaching, 

playing, and advocacy. He recognized that Old 

Master violas were extremely scarce, and that in 

many ways they didn’t live up to the standard of the 

great violins and cellos of the Golden Age. Using 

the wide model of early Brescian maker Gasparo 

da Salo as a starting point, Tertis designed a 

viola model with an enlarged resonating chamber 

that was nonetheless playable by violists using 

modern techniques and facing demanding modern 

repertoire. Tertis’ goal was to encourage modern 

makers to use this pattern and help erase a deficiency in powerful, resonant instruments 

for violists. Eastman Strings offers models 305, 405, 605, 905, as well as other violas in 

the Tertis pattern. Bridge blanks, the basic piece of wood from which bridges are hand 

cut for each instrument, range in quality depending on the grain structure and age of the 

wood, and can be quite expensive. The dark flecks between the grain lines on bridges, 

known as “spiegel,” are considered a sign of quality, and bridges with lots of evenly 

spaced flecks are prized. 



They are the foundation of the orchestra, the 
rhythm of the jazz ensemble, the character of a 
folk or rock group–indispensable for any ensemble 
desiring a full sound. 

But exactly what is a bass? A REALLY big violin? A cross between a guitar 

and an overgrown cello? Actually, the answer is not simple.

Unlike the other members of the violin family, the bass (or string bass, 

contrabass, double bass, bass viol, bass violin, bass fiddle…or whatever 

name you know it by) is not a direct descendant of the violin. It is of mixed 

ancestry, traceable to both the violin family and the gamba, or viola da 

gamba family. This is one of the reasons there are so many accepted 

shapes and sizes of basses, and why there are two very different ways to 

bow it. Regardless of style, musically the bass is considered the largest and 

lowest member of the violin family. 

From the violin, the bass inherited its standard four strings, unfretted fingerboard, and 

some violin styles and methods of construction, as well as the French overhand bowing 

technique. From the viola da gamba, the bass received its tuning (in 4ths), sloped 

shoulders,  narrowing upper ribs, and some gamba style construction methods,  as well 

as the German underhand bowing technique. 

Modern makers and players can determine for themselves which heritage to emphasize. 

Basses are made with “violin corners” (pointed, flaring out from the body) or with “gamba 

corners” (square, not extending from the body). They can also have arched backs, like 

a violin, or flat backs, like a gamba. And different makers have also designed personal 

models of varying widths and shapes. In general, there is a lot more variability in accepted 

shapes and styles of basses than for any other violin family instrument. As you look 

through the pictures of various Eastman Strings basses, you will see examples of many 

styles, which we have labeled to help you identify them. (Note that the common “full 

size” bass is called “3/4 size.” Basses larger than 3/4 size are rare. A few players use 

7/8 basses, particularly if they play with five strings, and actual 4/4 basses are virtually 

unheard of outside of museums because they would be very hard to play and transport.)

All of our basses feature the following specifications:

 • Ebony fingerboards

 • Sturdy, well-made endpins

 • German brass tuning machines

 • Inlaid purfling (except for laminated Samuel Eastman models)
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Heritage of the Bass

Even an instrument as big 
as  a bass requires plenty 
of fine detailed work. In 
our Beijing  and European 
bass workshops, 
specialized makers sweat 
the details without losing 
sight of the big picture. 
The result: some of the 
best basses to be found 
anywhere.



At Eastman Strings, we know that for you to play your best, we need to make your bass 

so it will not only sound good, but also be sturdy, reliable, and easy to play. That’s why 

we NEVER save money by using cheap materials such as imitation ebony fingerboards, 

shoddy endpins, or plated cheap metal tuning machines. Each of our models has its own 

special features, but they all reflect our passion to make great sounding instruments that 

are a pleasure to play, year after year.
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Heritage of the Bass

The four basses pictured here each have unique characteristics of design that set them apart. 
The Gamba-corner bass (1) most closely resembles the instrument's ancestor, the viola da 
gamba. Note the sloped shoulders and square corners. While the earliest gamba basses had 
flat backs, ours are built with more stable arched backs. The Violin-corner bass (2) has wider 
shoulders and flared corners. The Bussetto-style (3), named after a famous 17th century bass 
maker, has uniquely shaped corners and wide lower bouts. The French-style (4) is designed 
after the work of turn-of-the-century master Charles Quenoil. It is particularly narrow on top, 
with sharply sloping shoulders and narrowing ribs, reducing the distance from back to front. This 
facilitates high position playing, so these are some of the most sought-after instruments for use 
as solo basses.
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Beginner | Samuel Eastman

Samuel Eastman
Every journey has a beginning

Model 80 Violin & Viola Outfits

The Samuel Eastman series of instruments is the perfect match for beginning 

players or players on a budget. These instruments provide remarkable sound, visual 

beauty, sturdiness, playability, and affordability — all of the most important points 

when considering an instrument for a young, inexperienced player. It is our philosophy 

that the most important instrument a musician will ever play is the first one, because 

we believe it is essential for the experience to be both enjoyable and rewarding. This 

series provides the quality and affordability to ensure that  players get the right start.

Samuel Eastman 

Eastman Strings’ commitment to Old World hand-
craftsmanship and quality solid tonewoods and fittings 
begins right here with our entry level violins and violas. 
This model has received praise from the most exacting 
critics of all: school and private studio teachers. Not 
content to make a merely serviceable student violin and 
viola, we have crafted these instruments by hand from 
seasoned tonewoods, and installed top quality ebony 
fittings. Samuel Eastman model 80 violins and violas 
offer unparalleled quality of sound  and playability in an 

entry level instrument.

 • Entirely hand-carved from solid tonewoods
 • Spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Ebony pegs, chinrest, and fingerboard 
 • Genuine hand-inlaid purfling
 • 80ST Outfit includes K.Holtz FG fiberglass bow 
   and a molded thermoplastic oblong case 
 • Setup and alternate outfit options available
 • Violin available in sizes 4/4 - 1/32, 
   including 7/8 & 1/10
 • Viola available in sizes 16" - 11" in 1-inch increments,   
   plus 15 1/2" and 16 1/2"  
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Model 80 Cello Outfit Model 90 Cello Outfit

Violin | Viola | Cello

Samuel Eastman Samuel Eastman

Sturdy, fully laminated construction and excellent 
quality ebony fittings ensure that our model 80 cellos 
are durable, easy to maintain, and a pleasure to play.

 • Sturdy laminate construction
 • Ebony pegs and fingerboard
 • Endpin with ebony plug, and brass ring and screw 
 • Outfit includes K.Holtz FG fiberglass bow and a 
   Presto™ padded bag  
 • Setup and alternate outfit options available
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

Many instrument makers and players agree that the 
tone color of an instrument depends a great deal on 
the materials and construction of the instrument's 
top. The Samuel Eastman model 90 cello has a 
top carved from solid spruce, so it combines the 
sturdiness and cost savings of a laminated cello 
with the improved sound of a carved top. 
 
 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Sturdy laminated back and ribs
 • Solid ebony fingerboard and pegs
 • Outfit includes K.Holtz FG fiberglass bow and a 
   Presto™ padded bag  
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

Samuel Eastman
Model 80 Cello Outfit
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Beginner | Samuel Eastman

Samuel Eastman
Every journey has a beginning

Find the Right Size 
for You!

Beginning players need a bass that is responsive, good-sounding, sturdy, 

and of course, affordable. This is a hard combination to find, but our Samuel 

Eastman series of basses has it. Their design emphasizes good sound and 

playability, while their sturdy construction provides durability. Genuine ebony 

fingerboards, classic German brass tuning machines, adjustable bridges, and 

sturdy endpins are standard on all Samuel Eastman bass models. Available in a 

range of sizes, Samuel Eastman basses help give players the right start.

At left, Laura is holding a 1/8 size bass in one 

hand, and a 3/4 size bass in the other. Which is 

right for her? Actually, probably neither, but that’s 

no problem, because Samuel Eastman basses are 

available in all the sizes in between these extremes 

as well. Laura might do well with a 1/2 size bass. 

Choosing the correct size is very important. Players 

with instruments that are too large have to deal 

with added technical difficulty and sometimes even 

physical injury caused by over-stretching to reach 

excessively wide intervals on the left side and 

contortions to reach the contact point on the right 

side. So it’s best not to just grab the largest bass 

you can find. Get the size that’s right for you. It’s no 

problem with Samuel Eastman basses.
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Model 80 Bass Outfit

Bass

Samuel Eastman

Samuel Eastman Model 80 basses are ideal for schools, rentals, and budget-minded players. Its 
design emphasizes good sound and playability, while its construction emphasizes durability. 
 • Sturdy laminate construction
 • Solid ebony fingerboard
 • Manufacturer shop adjustment with adjustable bridge
   and Prelude strings
 • Solid brass tuning machines
 • Strong, dependable endpin
    • Outfit includes Presto™ padded bag and K.Holtz FG bow     (see page 66) (German or 
french frog)
 • Available in sizes 7/8 - 1/8
 • Gamba-corner pattern (only) 
 • Setup and alternate outfit options available
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

Samuel Eastman
Model 80 Bass

Samuel Eastman basses 
are equipped with solid 
brass tuning machines 

made in Germany.



Beginner | Samuel Eastman

Model 90 Bass Outfit

Samuel Eastman

Most players and luthiers agree that the tone color of an instrument depends a great 
deal on the materials and construction of the instrument’s top. The model 90 bass 
has a top carved of solid spruce, so this model combines the sturdiness and cost 
savings of a laminated bass with the improved sound of a carved top. 

 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Sturdy laminated back and ribs 
 • Solid ebony fingerboard
 • Solid brass tuning machines
 • Outfit includes Presto™ padded bag and K.Holtz FG bow (German or French frog)
 • Available in sizes 7/8 - 1/8
 • 5-string available in 7/8 size
 • Gamba-corner pattern (only)

Samuel Eastman
Model 90 Bass

This view of the 
edge of an f-hole on 
a Samuel Eastman 
model 90 bass 
highlights one of the 
instrument's best 
features: the carved 
solid spruce top. Note 
the presence of fine 
grain lines running 
at a cross angle to 
the f-hole, and the 
absence of lamination 
lines running parallel 
to the edge. 
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Model 95 Bass Outfit

Bass

Samuel Eastman

The Samuel Eastman model 95 bass is built with a fully carved spruce top, just like 
the model 90 bass, but it is finished with a hand-applied shaded varnish to give it a 
special antique appearance.

 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Sturdy laminated back and ribs 
 • Solid ebony fingerboard
 • Solid brass tuning machines
 • Special hand-applied shaded antique-style varnish
 • Outfit includes Presto™ padded bag and K.Holtz FG bow (German or French frog)
 • Available in 3/4 - 1/4 size, incl. 7/8
 • Gamba-corner pattern (only)

Samuel Eastman
Model 95 Bass

All Samuel Eastman bass 
outfits include a high 

quality Presto™ padded 
bag and a K.Holtz FG 

fiberglass bow. (French or 
German frog available. 

See page 66 for more 
information about 

K.Holtz bows.)
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Beginner | Samuel Eastman

Model 95 Cello Outfit

Samuel Eastman

The Samuel Eastman model 95 cello is similar to the model 90 cello, but it is finished 
with a hand-applied shaded varnish to give it a special antique appearance. 

 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Sturdy laminated back and ribs
 • Solid ebony fingerboard and pegs
 • Hand-applied shaded antique-style varnish
 • Outfit includes K.Holtz FG fiberglass bow and a Presto™ Padded bag  
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/4

Samuel Eastman
Model 95 Cello Outfit
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Violin | Viola | Cello

Model 100 Viola

Model 100 Cello

Model 100 Violin

Samuel Eastman

Samuel Eastman model 100 instruments have 
become a staple of string programs everywhere. 
Outstanding features include aged solid tonewoods, 
genuine hand-inlaid purfling, genuine ebony fittings, 
and a glowing amber-brown varnish that is durable 
as well as attractive. These fully carved instruments 
provide quality of sound and craftsmanship to 
beginning and advancing players. 

 • Entirely hand-carved from solid tonewoods
 • Spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Solid ebony fittings
 • Attractive and durable amber-brown varnish
 • Outstanding tone and playability
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/32, including 7/8 & 1/10
 • Available as an outfit

 • Entirely hand-carved from solid tonewoods
 • Spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Solid ebony fittings
 • Attractive and durable amber-brown varnish
 • Outstanding tone and playability
 • Available in sizes 16” - 11”, plus 15 1/2” and 16 1/2”
 • Available as an outfit

 • Entirely hand-carved from solid tonewoods
 • Spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Solid ebony fittings
 • Attractive and durable amber-brown varnish
 • Outstanding tone and playability
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/10, including 7/8
 • Available as an outfit

Samuel Eastman 
Model 100 Viola

Samuel Eastman
Model 100 Cello
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Beginner | Samuel Eastman

Model 120 Bass

Samuel Eastman

The Samuel Eastman model 120 bass features a fully hand carved spruce top with 
laminated ribs and back. A special wood is chosen for lamination of the 120 basses 
that is nicely flamed and complements its beautiful top. You’ll enjoy a sturdiness of a 
laminated bass with the beauty of nicely flamed wood.
 
 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Laminated back and ribs with wood chosen for its flame
 • Solid ebony fingerboard
 • Solid brass tuning machines
 • Available in Gamba, Busetto, and Quenoil corners 
 • Adjustable bridge
 • 4 string available in size 3/4 only 
 • 5 string available in 7/8 size

Samuel Eastman
Model 120 Bass
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Model 125 Bass

Bass

Samuel Eastman

Like the model 120, the Samuel Eastman model 125 bass features a fully hand carved 
spruce top with laminated ribs and back.  The 125 bass has all the features of the 
model 120 and also includes Eastman’s hand-applied antique-style varnish.
 
 • Fully carved solid spruce top
 • Laminated back and ribs with wood chosen for its flame
 • Special hand-applied shaded antique-style varnish
 • Solid ebony fingerboard
 • Solid brass tuning machines
 • Available in Gamba, Busetto, and Quenoil corners 
 • Adjustable bridge
 • 4 string available in size 3/4 only 
 • 5 string available in 7/8 size

Samuel Eastman
Model 125 Bass
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Advanced | Andreas Eastman

Andreas Eastman
A definitive favorite!

In the Andreas Eastman master workshop, we are focused on a small number 

of very important things: quality tonewoods, outstanding hand-craftsmanship, 

and artistic traditional varnishes. It’s a short list, but on it you’ll find all of the 

reasons for the success of the Andreas Eastman line of instruments. They all start 

with select tonewoods and our master workshop employs no power tools. Our 

luthiers use the techniques and tools of European workshops of the 19th century 

— because some things just cannot be improved.

Photo by: Julie Dyas

Each part of every one of our 
instruments is made by hand, including 
the parts you can't see. Detailed 
craftsmanship, inside and out, gives 
these instruments their famous good 
looks and outstanding tone.
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Violin | Viola | Cello

Andreas Eastman
Model 200 Stradivari

pattern violin
Model 200 Viola

Model 200 Cello

Model 200 Violin

Andreas Eastman

Starting with the first model in our Andreas Eastman 
series, our commitment to quality tonewood and  expert 
hand-craftsmanship is abundantly evident. This step-up 
model is of such high quality that some luthiers who have 
evaluated these instruments have believed them to be 
professional instruments with high price tags!  

• Entirely hand-crafted of well-seasoned, select tonewoods
• African ebony fingerboard
• Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with     
  ebony trim
• Attractive and durable hand-applied translucent amber varnish
• Wittner cast composite tailpiece with 4 fine tuners available    
as an option
• Stradivari pattern
• Outstanding, modestly-priced step-up model
• Available in sizes 4/4 – 1/32, including 7/8

• Entirely hand-crafted of well-seasoned, select tonewoods
• African ebony fingerboard
• Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with     
  ebony trim
• Attractive and durable hand-applied translucent amber varnish
• Wittner cast composite tailpiece with 4 fine tuners available    
as an option
• Stradivari pattern
• Outstanding, modestly-priced step-up model
• Available in sizes 17” - 11”, in one inch increments plus
  16 1/2” and 15 1/2”

• Entirely hand-crafted of well-seasoned, select tonewoods
• African ebony fingerboard
• Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with     
  ebony pegs
• Attractive and durable hand-applied translucent amber varnish
• Wittner cast composite tailpiece with 4 fine tuners available    
as an option
• Stradivari pattern
• Also available in Montagnana pattern (See page 43)
• Outstanding, modestly-priced step-up model
• Available in sizes 4/4 – 1/10, including 7/8

The seasoned tonewood 
of this model 200 violin 

isn't merely beautiful  
— it's also part of the 

reason for this model's 
excellent tone.
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Advanced | Andreas Eastman

Andreas Eastman
A favorite worldwide!

When you try an Andreas Eastman bass, you may have to re-think your attitude 

about carved basses. Made 100% by hand from aged tonewoods, these instruments 

provide unbelievable quality for the price. Players accustomed to price tags two to 

three times what these models cost are amazed at the sound and craftsmanship we 

have made available in this price range. Andreas Eastman basses are available in a 

variety of patterns. (See page 49 for more about bass patterns.)

For complete size and material specifications for our basses, please visit our website 

(www.eastmanstrings.com) and click on “basses.” Specifications are listed by model.

Building basses by hand requires 
specialized materials, techniques, and 
knowledge, not to mention a large work 
area! Every Andreas Eastman bass is 
carved by hand from select tonewoods, 
and traditionally hand-varnished. 
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Bass

Model 200 Bass

Andreas Eastman

The Andreas Eastman model 200 bass is beautifully hand-made from excellent 
quality wood and is hand-varnished a lustrous amber color. Its playability, tone, and 
appearance all raise expectations of a hefty price tag. This is one area where we are 
proud not to meet our customers’ expectations!

  • Entirely hand-crafted of solid seasoned, select tonewoods
 • Ebony fingerboard
 • Quality endpin with rosewood or ebony plug and solid steel rod
 • Attractive, durable, hand-applied amber-satin varnish
 • Outstanding modestly-priced step-up model
 • Available in sizes 7/8 - 1/4
 • Available in Gamba-corner pattern only

Andreas Eastman
Model 200

Gamba-corner Bass
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Advanced | Andreas Eastman

Model 305 Viola

Model 305 Cello

Model 305 Violin

Andreas Eastman

Players and teachers recognize in the model 305 an 
instrument with a strong tonal and visual personality. 
These are the qualities that make it one of our most 
popular models. 

 • Entirely hand-crafted from select tonewoods
 • Select spruce top and highly flamed maple back, ribs,
   and scroll
 • Hand-applied antique-style spirit varnish
 • Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with
   ebony trim
 • Stradivari pattern
 • Available in sizes 4/4 – 1/16, including 7/8

• Entirely hand-crafted from select tonewoods
• Select spruce top and highly flamed maple back, ribs,
  and scroll
• Hand-applied antique-style spirit varnish
• Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with
  ebony trim
• Stradivari and tertis patterns
• Available with poplar backs (in limited quantities)
• Available in sizes 17” - 12”, in one inch increments
  plus 16 1/2” and 15 1/2”

• Entirely hand-crafted from select tonewoods
• Select spruce top and highly flamed maple back, ribs,
  and scroll
• Hand-applied antique-style spirit varnish
• Hand-carved boxwood pegs, tailpiece and chinrest with
  ebony pegs
• Stradivari, Guarneri and Montagnana patterns
• Available with poplar backs (in limited quantities)
• Available in sizes 4/4 – 1/8, including 7/8

Andreas Eastman Model 305 
Tertis pattern viola with
poplar back
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Violin | Viola | Cello | Bass

Model 305 Bass

Andreas Eastman

The Andreas Eastman model 305 was catapulted to international prominence when 
an independent review panel, writing in STRINGS magazine, selected the model 
305 violin as its “definitive favorite.”  The model 305 bass is made by the same 
craftspeople and is regarded not merely as an excellent step-up, but as a professional 
quality bass.

  • Entirely hand-crafted from select aged spruce and maple  
 • Beautiful antique-style hand-applied spirit varnish
 • Internationally known for tone and craftsmanship 
 • Available in sizes 7/8 - 1/4 in Gamba-corner pattern
 • Available in Violin corners, French (Quenoil) style, and Bussetto-style patterns in 3/4 size only
 • 5 string available in violin corners only

Andreas Eastman
Model 305

Violin-corner Bass
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Advanced | Andreas Eastman

Model 405 Viola

Model 405 Cello

Model 405 Violin

Andreas Eastman

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a small number 
of master workshops in Markneukirchen, Germany 
distinguished themselves by developing some of the 
best varnishes of the modern era. The varnish we use on 
our model 405 instruments emulates these exceptional 
varnishes from a century ago. 

 • Meticulously hand-carved

 • Premium spruce top 

 • Highly flamed maple back, ribs, and scroll

 • Hand-carved boxwood fittings

 • Beautiful hand-applied multi-layer spirit varnish in the early      

     20th century Markneukirchen German style  

 • Stradivari and limited Guarnari patterns available in sizes

   4/4 – 1/8, including 7/8
 

Andreas Eastman
Model 405
Stradivari pattern Violin

 • Meticulously hand-carved

 • Premium spruce top 

 • Highly flamed maple back, ribs, and scroll (available with

   poplar back in limited quantities)

 • Hand-carved boxwood fittings

 • Beautiful hand-applied multi-layer spirit varnish in the early      

     20th century Markneukirchen German style  

 • Stradivari and Montagnana patterns available in sizes

   4/4 – 1/8, including 7/8

 • Meticulously hand-carved

 • Premium spruce top 

 • Highly flamed maple back, ribs, and scroll (available with 

   poplar back in limited quantities)

 • Hand-carved boxwood fittings

 • Beautiful hand-applied multi-layer spirit varnish in the early      

     20th century Markneukirchen German style  

 • Stradivari and limited Tertis patterns available in sizes

   16 1/2” - 13”, in one inch increments including 15 1/2”

 The special varnish process used 
on our Andreas Eastman model 405 
instruments is inspired by the best 
varnishes of the early 20th century 
Markneukirchen (German) workshops. 
The result of this special technique is a 
varnish that glows visually and tonally. 
This gently shaded multi-layer spirit 
varnish adds an appearance of depth 
to the exceptional tonewoods of these 
instruments while promoting a free, 
ringing sound.
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Violin | Viola | Cello | Bass

Model 605 Bass

Andreas Eastman

Our model 605 basses represent the height of quality in workmanship and materials. 
Simply put, these are the finest instruments coming from a very fine workshop. The 
superior tonewoods used for this model allow our luthiers to achieve the best visual 
and tonal results possible, while the 605 master varnish complements this excellent 
wood and craftsmanship.

  • Top model from the Andreas Eastman workshop
 • Meticulously hand-crafted from solid select aged spruce top and highly flamed, select maple  
   back and ribs
 • Outstanding hand-applied spirit varnish enhances beauty of wood and sound
 • Available in sizes 7/8 - 1/2 in Gamba pattern
 • Available in size 3/4 in Violin-corner, French-(Quenoil) style, Bussetto-style patterns
 • 7/8 5-string option with violin corners only

Andreas Eastman
Model 605

Violin-corner Bass
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Beginner | Ivan Dunov

Ivan Dunov
Affordable European Artistry

For centuries, violin makers have prized tonewoods from the Carpathian 

Mountains of Romania. In fact, the great Golden Age Italian violin makers are 

thought to have especially valued this wood. This means that the Ivan Dunov 

instruments are made of wood similar to that used by great violin makers like 

Stradivari and Guarneri! Generations of expert woodsmen have perfected the 

techniques of harvesting, sectioning, and seasoning these valuable tonewoods 

so that they yield the best possible tonal results. These exceptional tonewoods 

are crafted into the three different Ivan Dunov models in a traditional Eastern 

European workshop. Whatever your budget or playing level, there is an Ivan Dunov 

instrument for you.

The Carpathian Mountains in Romania, the source of some of the world’s best tonewoods.



Model 140 Violin

Model 140 Viola

Ivan Dunov Prelude

Ivan Dunov Prelude model 140 instruments provide 
remarkable sound, visual beauty, sturdiness, playability, 
and affordability. It is extremely rare to find student-grade instruments constructed 
of such fine tonewoods. Other features that make these instruments among the 
finest inexpensive student models available are the ebony pegs, chinrests, and 
fingerboards, and inlaid purfling.

 • Crafted in Romania from Carpathian tonewoods
 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest
 • Setup and outfit options available
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/10

 • Crafted in Romania from Carpathian tonewoods
 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, and scroll
 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest
 • Setup and outfit options available
 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 13”

Violin | Viola

Ivan Dunov
Prelude 

Model 140 Violin
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Advanced | Ivan Dunov

Model 401 Viola

Model 401 Cello

Model 401 Violin

Ivan Dunov

Old-world craftsmanship and materials come 
together in our Ivan Dunov instruments. Crafted 
in a traditional workshop in Romania from superb 
tonewoods, these instruments provide excellent 
sound and playability.

 • Crafted in Romania from select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop

    with an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Violin available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

 

 • Crafted in Romania from select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop

    with an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Viola available in sizes 16 1/2” - 12”

 

 • Crafted in Romania from select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop

    with an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Cello available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

 

Ivan Dunov
Model 401 Violin

Prized for their ringing tone and even 
grain structure, Carpathian tonewoods are 
regarded as among the best in the world 
for instrument making. These logs were 
harvested in early winter, and afterward they are 
carefully sectioned and quartered. They will be 
stored in open-sided sheds to air dry for years 
before use. Only after they have been properly  
seasoned will these exceptional woods be 
crafted into instruments.



Violin | Viola | Cello

Model 402 Viola

Model 402 Cello

Model 402 Violin

Ivan Dunov Superior

Ivan Dunov Superior model 402 instruments are similar 
to the Ivan Dunov model 401 line, but with the addition 
of more highly select tonewoods and special detailed 
craftsmanship.

 • Crafted in Romania from highly select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Highly detailed craftsmanship

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop with    

     an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

 • Crafted in Romania from highly select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Highly detailed craftsmanship

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop with    

     an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 15”

 • Crafted in Romania from highly select Carpathian tonewoods

 • Highly detailed craftsmanship

 • Solid spruce top and maple back, ribs, neck, and scroll

 • Ebony pegs, fingerboard, and chinrest

 • Varnished by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop with    

     an antique-style spirit varnish

 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8

Ivan Dunov Superior
Model 401 Violin
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The tradition in the Ivan Dunov workshop 
is not limited to the harvesting and sea-

soning of the wood. Expert hand crafts-
manship ensures the beautiful appearance, 

responsive playability, and outstanding tone 
of these instruments. From the careful detail-
ing of the scrolls and the custom graduations 

of the tops and backs, to the hand-applied 
spirit varnish, these instruments bring togeth-

er the best of traditional European materials 
and craftsmanship.
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Master | Eastman Master Series

Eastman Master Series
Master Instruments

This model combines all the benefits of Eastman¹s master luthiers’ plate tuning 

techniques with the special German-style multi-layer spirit varnish also found 

in our model 405 instruments. Additionally, models 906 is finished with specialty oil 

varnish. Eastman Master Series workshop models utilize a special method of plate 

tuning that helps with the fine-tuning of top and back plate graduations to get the 

best possible sound from each unique piece of wood. Along with their own technical 

experiments, Eastman’s master luthier research into old master instruments and text 

come together in the creation of some of the finest workshop instruments available 

today.

Model 605 Violin

Model 605 Viola

Model 605 Cello

Eastman Master Series

This model combines all the benefits of master luthiers’ plate 
tuning techniques with the special German-style multi-layer 
shaded spirit varnish also found on our model 405 instruments. 
The result is a modestly priced master instrument with 
outstanding projection, tone color, and playability, not to mention 
beautiful flamed maple and premium spruce, enhanced by the 
luminous hand-applied varnish. 

 • Hand-carved from premium tonewoods under the direction   
     of a master luthier
 • Expertly tuned plates for optimal sound and response
 • Beautiful hand-applied multi-layer spirit varnish in the early
   20th century Markneukirchen German style
 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/2, including 7/8; 4/4 violin      
    available in Stradivari and Guarneri patterns

• Available in sizes 17” - 15” in 1” increments, plus 15 1/2” and 16 1/2”  
  in Stradivari and Tertis patterns, also 16 1/2” in Cut-away pattern

• Available in sizes 4/4, 7/8, and 3/4; 4/4 cello available in          
  Stradivari, Guarneri, and Montagnana patterns

Eastman Master Series
Model 605 
Guarneri pattern violin



Model 906 Violin

Model 906 Viola

Model 906 Cello

Eastman Master Series

A special antique-style oil varnish helps our model 906 instruments stand out as 
exceptional. These professional instruments have a rich sound reminiscent of the old 
master instruments that inspire them. Attention to detail, craftsmanship, and tonal 
quality make this our most popular models. This instrument comes with a Certificate of 
Provenance signed by the supervising luthier. 

 • Constructed under direct supervision of a master luthier from best available tonewoods
 • Hand-applied antique-style oil varnish  
 • Remarkable, projecting “old” sound 
 • Available in 4/4 and 7/8, in Stradivari & Guarneri patterns

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 15”, in one inch increments  
   including 15 1/2”, available in Stradivari and Tertis  
   patterns, also 16 1/2” in Cut-away pattern

 • Available in sizes 4/4 and 7/8; 4/4 cello available  
   in Stradivari, Guarneri, and Montagnana patterns

Violin | Viola | Cello 
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Eastman Master
Series Model 906

Stradivari pattern Violin
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Master | Raúl Emiliani

Raúl Emiliani
A collaboration across continents

Raúl Emiliani concert violins, violas, and cellos are our top-of-the-line instruments. 

After being constructed in our master workshop in Beijing, they are then shipped to 

the United States where a master luthier applies a translucent amber oil varnish. The 

influence of the great Golden Age Italian makers can be seen in the slightly antiqued 

appearance and detailed craftsmanship of these instruments. 

In Memoriam:
Raúl Emiliani was an 
Italian born violinist, 
composer, and 
arranger. His work as a 
pedagogue contributed 
to the development of 
numerous fine instru-
mentalists. Professor 
Emiliani died in 1989.



Model 928 Violin

Model 928 Viola

Model 928 Cello

Raúl Emiliani

Outstanding tonewoods, expert craftsmanship, and artistic varnish come together in 
these professional instruments. Carefully tuned plates and bass bars contribute to the 
superb tone of these instruments.
 
  • Finest available flamed maple and select spruce
 • Antique-style amber oil varnish applied in the United States by a master luthier
 • Available in size 4/4 in Stradivari and Guarneri patterns

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 15” in Stradivari pattern

 • Available in size 4/4 in Stradivari, Guarneri, and Montagnana patterns

Violin | Viola | Cello 
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Raul Emiliani
Model 928 Violin

in Stradivari pattern



The 500 Series

Pietro Lombardi
Model 502 Cello

Jean-Pierre Lupot
Model 501 Violin 

Model 501 Violin Model 502 Violin

Model 502 ViolaModel 501 Viola

Model 502 CelloModel 501 Cello

Jean-Pierre Lupot Pietro Lombardi

The Jean-Pierre Lupot is made with a well flamed 
maple back and a select spruce top. The elegantly 
antiqued spirit varnish of the Jean-Pierre Lupot is of 
reddish pigment. This instrument comes in Stradivari 
pattern. The fittings are ebony.

The Pietro Lombardi is made with a beautifully flamed 
maple back and a highly select spruce top. The fittings 
are ebony. The sophisticated amber colored spirit varnish 
of the Lombardi is reminiscent of Italian makers.  

 • Available in Guarneri and Stradivari patterns 

 • Available in Stradivari pattern • Available in Stradivari pattern & Tertis pattern with 
Canadian Poplar backs.

 • Available in Stradivari, Guarneri, Gagliano, and     
   Montagnana patterns

 • Available in Stradivari pattern
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Violin | Viola | Cello 

Jonathan Li
Model 503 Viola

in Stradivari pattern

Model 503 Violin

Model 503 Viola

Model 503 Cello

Jonathan Li

The Jonathan Li is crafted of the most select, stunning flamed maple back with a 
straight medium-grain spruce top. A refined, golden colored oil varnish enhances the 
tonal quality of this instrument. Each instrument is meticulously calibrated for optimum 
sound production. The fittings are boxwood with a light colored wood trim.

 • Available in Guarneri del Gesu (Heifetz & Paganini), and Stradivari patterns

 • Available in Stradivari pattern

 • Available in Stradivari, Guarneri, Gagliano, and Montagnana patterns
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Though not as well-known as the 
history of Italian violin making, 
the story of German luthiery is a 
fascinating mix of social, political, 
economic, and artistic history.

Indeed, while the most valuable instruments from the 17th 

and 18th   centuries are all thought of today as Italian, 

many of the most respected “Italian” makers, such as Steiner, Goffriller, and Tecchler were 

actually German! In fact, it is generally accepted that German immigrants founded lute 

and violin making traditions in many Italian cities, as far back as the 1400’s.

The German art of violin making began in the small town of Füssen. The earliest violin-

makers there, as elsewhere, were also lute and gamba makers who experimented with 

many forms and types of bowed and plucked stringed instruments. (It is the word “lute” 

that provides the root for the term “luthier,” commonly used to refer to violin makers

today.) Unlike today’s luthiers, most of whom specialize either in bowed instruments or 

plucked instruments (often further specializing in making just one or two models of one 

type of instrument), German luthiers of the Middle Ages and Renaissance made any 

and all needed wooden stringed instruments. Early German luthiers created a vast and 

fantastic array of lutes, gambas, violins, barytons, violas d’amore, and more. They were 

also prone to experimenting, often creating instruments for particular players of a sort for 

which today we don’t even have names! This spirit of experimenting is partly responsible 

for the fact that, though they don’t conform entirely to the now-accepted Cremonese 

standard of size and shape, old German instruments often exhibit ingenious and unusual 

design and methodology. 

Starting in 1618, much of Europe became embroiled in a prolonged and bloody conflict 

known as the Thirty Year’s War. Because of national and religious animosities, many 

Europeans became refugees during this time. Among them, were the luthiers of Füssen. 

These makers and their families were spread far and wide by the conflict, and while the 

art of luthiery died out almost entirely in Füssen, it sprang up in the many towns where 

they eventually settled. Scholars now believe that the violin making industry in nearly 

every important center in Europe was either founded or invigorated by 17th century 

emigrants from Füssen. Many of the “schools” of violin making that emerged from these 

places in the 17th century are still active today and trace their history in an unbroken line 

to these origins. 
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A view of the town of 
Füssen in 1546. Though 
not as well-known as 
violinmaking centers 
such as Cremona and 
Mittenwald, Füssen may 
in some ways be more 
important to the history of 
the craft. It is considered 
by many to have been 
not only among the 
earliest instrument-
making centers, but also 
the cradle of European 
violin making. Luthiers 
from Füssen spread 
throughout Europe in the 
17th century, establishing 
their craft in their adopted 
homelands.

Reprinted by permission 
from: the Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg

Germany
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Germany

The German art of violin and bow making today are the heirs of this background. 

They are also unique in the extent to which they have preserved certain social 

and business practices. All artisans and craftspeople of Europe in the Middle 

Ages formed guilds. These guilds were responsible for training new workers, 

setting quality standards, establishing prices and trade rules, determining 

production levels, and mediating disputes. In most European countries, the guild 

system died away with the coming of the Industrial Revolution, but in Germany 

it still exists, and has strong control of the German art of violin and bow making. 

Today it is illegal in Germany, as it was 400 years ago, to claim to be a violin or 

bow maker if one is not a member of the guild. In the few other countries with 

guild systems today, membership is voluntary.

Becoming a master violin or bow maker in Germany 
is accomplished in three steps.

First, a young man or woman enrolls as an apprentice. As in former centuries, one of 

the ways to do this is to enter the studio of an established master. Apprentices in this 

situation begin learning by taking on simple workshop tasks, such as cleaning, tool 

maintenance, simple carving, and so on, gradually being given more responsibilities. 

Another way to serve an apprenticeship today is to enroll in one of the violin making 

schools, such as those of Mittenwald and Klingenthal. After graduating from apprentice-

ship, a violin or bowmaker-in-training becomes a “journeyman.” This term originated 

because in former times, the post-apprenticeship period was one of travel to various 

towns and cities to work and gain experience. Today journeymen and journeywomen 

can go to an advanced school, such as that in Markneukirchen, or can work in the 

shop of an established master. After at least two years, a journeyman may, if deemed 

ready by his or her master, applies for a master’s examination. This entails very rigorous 

tests of skill and knowledge by a board of selected masters, and culminates in the 

presentation of a completed instrument or bow. If the candidate passes all the tests and 

the examining board approves of the submitted work, the applicant is declared a master. 

In fact, it is from the old guild examination pieces that we get the commonly-used term 

“masterpiece.” 

Picking up our history a bit after we left off, the late 1800’s saw a very changed society 

from that of the 1500’s, when violin making originated. Technology and commerce had 

been greatly influenced by the Industrial Revolution, and in Germany, as well as in parts 

of France and Czechoslovakia, some master violinmakers decided to adapt their craft to 

the new assembly line technique. They hired and trained talented wood carvers to do

The first page of a 
document from the year 

1677, establishing the 
rules of the violinmaker's 

guild in the Saxon 
(German) town of 

Markneukirchen. The 
guilds oversaw the 

training of violinmakers 
and the regulation of their 
trade — and they still do 

so to this day. There is 
now a single violinmakers' 

guild for all of Germany.                                        

Reprinted by permission 
from: Vogtländischer 
Geigenbau, Vol. I, by 

Bernhard Zoebisch 



craft to much of the time-consuming work of making instruments, and oversaw the 

production. This made it possible for a single master or family of masters to produce 

far more instruments than would have otherwise been possible, and at a lower cost. 

Markneukirchen was the primary place in Germany where this technique flourished, and 

many currently active violin and bow workshops there trace their origins to this time. 

Another technique used to increase output and decrease cost was the cottage industry 

method. This was the method of choice in the town of Klingenthal, where families of 

workers received wood and training from the central workshop, did their carving at home, 

and took their completed work back to the masters, who assembled and finished the 

instruments. This system prevailed virtually uninterrupted until the Second World War. 

After the war, as discussed on pages 1 - 2, those workshops that 

survived began to use machine-carved parts to make their instruments. 

Events of the late 1980’s and early 1990’s brought about a 
new era in the world of violins.

Two very important events caused this: the re-unification of formerly divided Germany, 

and the opening of Eastern Europe and China to the West. Under Communism, much of 

the heritage of Western culture was locked away behind the Iron Curtain. While certain 

Eastern European instrument and bow makers managed to do business with the West, 

their products were generally sold through East Germany and labeled as German goods. 
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The violinmaking 
workshop of E. Reinhold 
Schmidt, shown 
sometime in the early 
1900’s. This workshop in 
Markneukirchen is typical 
of German workshops 
before World War II. Note 
the absence of power 
tools. These craftsmen 
worked under the 
supervision of a master 
violinmaker.

Photo reprinted by 
permission from: 
Vogtländischer Geigenbau, 
Vol. II, by Bernhard Zoebisch
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Germany

Of course, these included genuine East German items, which were 

marketed by a State-owned consortium. German goods enjoyed then, 

as today, a reputation for quality and reliability, but they were relatively 

expensive, and there was no escaping the fact that the artistic quality 

of many of the items was limited by the degree of machine work 

employed. 

The fall of Communism in Eastern Europe caused several changes in 

the instrument trade. First, instruments from Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, 

the Czech Republic, and former East Germany became available. Many 

of these sources relied on traditional hand-building techniques to make 

their instruments; nearly all of them, because of weak currencies and 

low labor costs, made instruments available in the West at relatively low 

prices. At nearly the same time, China, which had unfortunately earned 

a reputation for very low quality instrument making, opened more fully 

to the West. This resulted in many eager individuals traveling to study 

violin making in Europe and America. In a very short time, Chinese 

luthiers and workshops, such as Eastman Strings, were producing high 

quality hand-made instruments and bows at prices lower than those 

offered by the established German sources.

Innovative German makers realized they would need to adapt to remain competitive 

while other makers and workshops clung to their established methods, and found 

themselves no longer able to compete. Those who have been successful have 

done so by re-introducing handwork to their products, renewing their interest in 

better varnishes, and lowering prices. Another adaptation, employed by Eastman 

Strings, is collaboration between German master luthiers and our American staff of 

acoustical experts and varnishers.

History will surely record that the two decades beginning in the late 1980’s were a 

watershed time in the story of music and luthiery. String players today have more 

high-quality choices in instruments and bows than ever before. German makers of 

the current generation are among the world’s best, and their instruments and bows 

command the respect of professional musicians. The proud history of their craft 

helps explain why.



Advanced | Rudoulf Doetsch

Rudoulf Doetsch
America’s Favorite German Instruments

Rudoulf Doetsch instruments are made in the time-honored workshop tradition by 

a collaboration of family workshops in the small town of Erlangen, Germany. Necks, 

scrolls, ribs, tops, and backs are each carved by specialists in their home workshops, 

and are assembled into instruments in the main workshop. (See page 33 for more 

description of these traditional cottage industry workshops.) The instruments are 

then sent to the Eastman Strings workshop where specialists expertly adjust them 

for optimal response, tone, and playability. Tone specialists remove the tops to make 

internal adjustments to the tops, backs, and bass bars. Necks are checked for correct 

size and graduation. Then, the signature Rudoulf Doetsch shaded antique-style 

spirit varnish is hand-applied.   From their beginnings in a small violin-making town 

in Germany to their completion in our Eastman Strings workshop, Rudoulf Doetsch 

instruments are in the hands of experts. That’s why they have become known as 

“America’s favorite German instruments.” 

Model 701 Violin

Model 701 Viola

Model 701 Cello

Rudoulf Doetsch

Crafted in Germany from select European tonewoods. 
Fingerboard made of high quality African ebony. 
Tonal adjustments made and antique-style varnish 
hand-applied in the United States. Professional 
appearance and sound.

 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8, including 7/8 in
   Guarneri pattern

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 14” in Stradivari pattern

 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8, including 7/8 in
   Stradivari pattern
 • Poplar back available for cello on a limited basisRudoulf Doetsch

Model 701 Violin
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Advanced | Albert Nebel
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Model 601 Violin

Model 601 Viola

Model 601 Cello

Albert Nebel

Albert Nebel violins, violas, and cellos provide famous 
quality at a modest price. These instruments are crafted 
from aged European tonewoods and are varnished by 
hand in the Eastman Strings workshop. 

 • Available in 4/4 size

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 15”

 • Available in 4/4 size

In addition to a caliper, Mr. Jing uses 
an even more sensitive tool as well: his 
ear. In a process known as tap tuning, 
he uses the ringing sound made by 
the wood when it is held and tapped 
in several specific combinations to 
tell him where to thin the wood, and 
how much. Tap tuning tops and backs 
allows us to customize the graduations 
to the unique characteristics of each 
piece of wood. 

Rudoulf Doetsch instruments arrive in 
our Eastman Strings. workshop from 
Germany unfinished. Tone specialists 
like Mr. Jing (above) remove the tops 
and make fine graduation adjustments 
using scrapers and calipers calibrated 
to .10 mm. The famous Doetsch 
sound is a result of these careful 
internal adjustments.

All of the work we do to the insides 
of Rudoulf Doetsch instruments is for 
beauty of sound. These instruments 
are also known for the beauty of their 
appearance. The select European 
tonewoods are complimented by 
an antique- style spirit varnish that 
is applied by hand. It takes many 
coats to complete this process. When 
finished, the varnish enhances both the 
instrument's appearance and its sound. 
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Master | Wilhelm Klier

Wilhelm Klier
Old World luthiery for New World players

The Wilhelm Klier instruments, like the Rudoulf Doetsch model, are crafted in Germany 

using a time-honored workshop-method tradition. These high-end instruments are 

made of older wood to achieve a warmer sound. They are highly flamed and varnished 

with  a deep coloration to give an exciting, old-fashioned look. The sound is 

described as rounder than that of a new instrument, almost as if it had already been 

broken in. These instruments are an excellent upgrade for the advanced musician.

Model 702 Violin

Model 702 Viola

Model 702 Cello

Wilhelm Klier

Crafted in Germany. Select aged European tonewoods. 
Tonal adjustments made and antique-style varnish 
hand-applied at the Eastman Strings workshop. Noted 
for “old, played-in” sound and response.

 • Available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8, including 7/8 in 
   Guarneri pattern

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 14” in Stradivari pattern

 • Cello available in sizes 4/4 - 1/8, including 7/8
 • 4/4 Cello available in five patterns: Stradivari, Guarneri,  
   Goffriller, Gagliano, and Montagnana

Wilhelm Klier Model 702 
Guarneri pattern violin



Frederich Wyss
German Mastery

Frederich Wyss violins, violas, and cellos are the pinnacle of modern European luthiery 

tradition. The finest available European tonewoods are meticulously crafted by makers 

working in the tradition established in Germany centuries ago. Tonally adjusted and 

hand-varnished by master luthiers in the Eastman Strings workshop, these instruments 

are nothing less than true professional models, worthy of the conservatory, studio, or 

the concert stage. Their rich, mature sonority penetrates to the furthest reaches of the 

concert hall.

Master | Frederich Wyss
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Model 703 Violin

Model 703 Viola

Model 703 Cello

Frederich Wyss

Crafted to the highest tonal and workmanship 
standards in Germany. Highly flamed European maple 
and select aged European spruce. Hand-applied 
lustrous amber oil varnish

 • Available in sizes 4/4 in Guarneri pattern

 • Available in sizes 16 1/2” - 15” in Guarneri pattern 

 • Cello available in sizes 4/4 and 7/8
 • 4/4 Cello available in five patterns: Stradivari, Guarneri,  
   Goffriller, Gagliano, and Montagnana

Frederich Wyss Model 703 
Guarneri pattern violin
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Advanced | Rudoulf Doetsch

Rudoulf Doetsch
America’s Favorite German Instruments

Rudoulf Doetsch basses are crafted in Germany from European tonewoods. They are 

then sent to Eastman Strings’ workshop, where adjustments are made for optimum 

tone and playability. Their trademark antique-style spirit varnish is then applied by 

hand. Every step of the way the Rudoulf Doetsch basses are in the hands of experts.

Model 701 Bass

Rudoulf Doetsch

Crafted in Germany. European tonewoods. Tonal 
adjustments made and antique-style varnish applied
by hand in the Eastman Strings workshop. Bold, 
projecting sound

 • Available in sizes 3/4 and 1/2
 • 4/4 model available by special request  
 • Standard pattern is violin-corner. Gamba-corner is 
   occasionally also available.

Rudoulf Doetsch
Model 701 Bass



Wilhelm Klier
Old World Luthiery for New World Players

Wilhelm Klier basses, like the Rudoulf Doetsch model, are crafted in Germany from 

European tonewoods. These basses are made of specially selected older wood, which 

contributes to their warmer, “older” sound. They are adjusted for optimal tone and 

playability and hand-varnished in the Eastman Strings workshop. These basses are 

recognized world-wide for their outstanding sound and beauty.

Advanced | Wilhelm Klier
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Model 702 Bass

Wilhelm Klier

Crafted in Germany. Select aged European tonewoods. 
Tonal adjustments made and antique-style varnish 
applied by hand in the United States. Warm, “older” 
sound and excellent response.
 
 • Available in 3/4 size
 • 4/4 model available by special request  
 • Standard pattern is violin-corner. Gamba-corner is 
    occasionally also available.

Wilhelm Klier
Model 702 Bass
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Master | Ranier W. Leonhardt

Ranier W. Leonhardt
Rainer Leonhardt is heir to a respected family master workshop reaching back 

for generations. Located in the gorgeous medieval  town of Mittenwald, with the 

Isar river visible through the workshop windows on one side, ancient millstreams full of 

trout on the other, and the majestic Bavarian Alps overlooking all, this workshop  

produces a small number of instruments in the great German tradition. Mr. Leonhardt 

attended the violin making school in Mittenwald, completed his journeymanship in 

several well-known German workshops, and was admitted as a Master Violinmaker in 

1990. Since that time, he has worked in the family workshop, of which he is now the 

leader. Mr. Leonhardt has won numerous awards for tone and craftsmanship, and is 

currently on the examination board for aspirants to the title of Master Violinmaker 

in Germany.

A New Generation of German Mastery 

Rainer Leonhardt in
his workshop

The Leonhardt family home and workshop, Mittenwald, Germany
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Model 705 Cello

Ranier W. Leonhardt

These master cellos produce powerful, even tone over the entire range on all four 
strings. Their ease of response and clear, strong, colorful sound are a treat for the 
player as well as the audience. Mr. Leonhardt’s lifelong background in luthiery, and 
his access to the finest European tonewoods enable him to achieve these results on 
each of his professional model cellos.

 • Traditionally crafted in Germany by internationally recognized master Rainer Leonhardt
 • Outstanding tonewoods from workshop’s old stock
 • Classic Italian-style hand-applied oil varnish applied in the United States by a
   master luthier
 • Robust, powerful tone
 • Four models available: Stradivari, Montagnana, Goffriller, and Guarneri
 • Available in sizes 4/4 only

The Leonhardt seal is 
branded on the back of 

each cello.   



The bow is so important to sound production, articulation, and sound projection 

that many professional string players say they would prefer to have a good bow 

and a second-rate instrument to having a good instrument and a second-rate bow. 

Fortunately, most players are not forced to make such a devil’s choice, but the 

emphasis points out how strongly professional players feel about the subject. 

Given the importance of the bow in sound production, it makes sense that a player 

should be equipped with the best bow possible. We have made great efforts to offer 

players a wide selection of traditional wooden and modern carbon and fiberglass bows 

of the best possible quality. Whether our highly regarded line of Andreas Eastman  

pernambuco bows, the Master bows of Steffen Kuhnla or Ming Zheng, the remarkable 

carbon fiber Cadenza line, or the ground-breaking  student bows of the Samuel 

Eastman and K.Holtz lines, players have come to expect quality bows from

Eastman Strings. 

Bow Mountings

Bowmakers often refer to a “gold bow” or a “silver bow.” Naturally, they are not 

intending to say that the bow stick itself is made of gold or silver, but rather that these 

are the metals with which the  bow is mounted. The word “mountings” refers to the 

metal parts of the frog and button, such as the ferule, the heel plate, the eye rings, 

and the button collars. Sometimes the tip plate is also made of metal. The importance 

that bow makers attach to the mountings of a bow has little to do with the intrinsic 

value or appearance of the metal used. Rather, over the centuries, a sort of code of 

honor among bowmakers has developed, whereby the mountings are used as a type 

of indicator of the quality of the wood used. Most bow workshops have wood bins or 

shelves labeled “Nickel,” “Silver,” or “Gold” where unfinished sticks are stored, and 

these sticks have been preselected by the workshop master and designated by quality. 

Typically, good bows for use by students or professionals receive nickel mountings, 

excellent bows made of high quality select wood receive silver mountings, and 

exhibition quality bows, made of the best available wood and crafted with the greatest 

skill and attention, receive gold mountings. Virtually all brazilwood bows receive nickel 

mountings regardless of the quality of the wood, so an outstanding brazilwood bow 

can be a bargain. Some bowmakers offer more than one level of silver bow, and these 

may be designated by various numbers of stars near the maker’s name brand on the 

stick, or by some difference in mountings, such as different eyes, engraved metal, or 

fancy inlay in the button or frog. 
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Bows
A New Generation of German Mastery 

1

2

4

3

5

Bow mountings: 
The visible metal parts of 
the button and frog are 
known as the mountings. 
Mountings consist of (1) 
the ferule, (2) the heel 
plate, (3) the collars or 
cap on the button, and (4) 
the ring in the eye. While 
not technically part of the 
mountings, the winding 
(5) is usually made of 
the same material. The 
bow pictured above is 
gold-mounted, indicating 
its superior quality. 
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Many players are not interested in having fancy “jewelry” on their bows, so they stay 

away from silver or gold mounted bows, but they are missing the point. Whether one 

likes the look of gold or not, one will find that a maker’s gold bows are the best bows 

he or she makes, while silver bows are virtually always noticeably better in some way 

than nickel bows. Of course a savvy buyer can, with a lot of patience, search to find 

that special bow that is priced lower because the maker didn’t like something about the 

wood, and that can be a good way to find a bargain. Sadly, there are some bowmakers 

who have played a bit “fast and loose” with the tradition of bow mountings, so you may 

occasionally find a silver or gold mounted bow that is nothing special outside of the 

metal work. Most makers though, stick to the tradition.

The issue of different mountings gets a bit confusing when it is applied to non-wood 

bows. Most bowmakers charge approximately double the price of their silver bows for 

their gold bows, and this is partly because the gold-worthy wood is rare and expensive. 

As carbon fiber is not rare nor particularly expensive, the difference between a nickel-

mounted bow and a silver- or gold-mounted bow has more to do with the care in 

crafting it, the design, and the final weight, balance, and strength-to-flexibity ratio. In 

general though, just remember, when you buy a silver or gold mounted 

bow, you are not paying for fancy metal, you are buying a better bow.

Bow Hair

Even now in the 21st century, technology has not developed a good 

substitute for the horsehair used in bows. In the past, when horses 

were relied on for work and transportation, nearly every country had a 

horsehair industry, and horsehair had a great many uses, from brushes 

to furniture upholstery. It is still possible to find horses all around 

the world, but in many places they are only used for recreation and sports, so their 

numbers are too small to make a horsehair industry viable. However, horses continue 

to carry much of the workload in some places, and these are the main sources for the 

hair used in bowmaking. Most bow hair comes from China and Mongolia, while some 

comes from Argentina, Russia, Canada, and other places where horses are found in 

large numbers. It is traditional to use only white hair for bows. Many musicians believe 

that naturally white horse hair is less coarse, resulting in a smoother sound. As a result, 

some horse hair producers use bleach to make their hair more appealing to players. 

Unfortunately, this weakens the hair, so natural-colored hair is best. Black and "salt-

and-pepper" hair work well too.  

The key to quality 
bow hair is careful 

sorting for uniformity of 
length, diameter, and 
strength.  During the 

sorting process, kinked,  
discolored, twisted, 

weak, and coarse 
hairs are removed and 

discarded. We use only 
high quality horse hair 
in our bows. Our hair 
comes primarily from 

Northern China and 
Mongolia. It is naturally 

white so we do not need 
to bleach it. 



Most of our bow descriptions include the material used for the winding, also known 

as “lapping.” This part of the bow grip is functional as well as decorative. There are 

several types of material used in lappings, and at Eastman Strings, we generally use 

three: metal wire, imitation whalebone, and wire and silk combined.

Historically, there are three main categories of lappings: wire, whalebone, and silk, or 

silk with silver or gold tinsel. Silk lappings were mostly used by French bowmakers 

through the early 20th century, and are still used by some bowmakers today. While light 

and attractive, they are not as durable as the others, so they are not a top choice for 

bows that will receive a lot of use. Wire lappings are very durable and attractive, but 

they add a bit of weight to the finished bow. Whalebone lappings are tough and very 

light. (Genuine whalebone is not used any more, as the baleen whale from which it 

comes is not hunted for meat and oil any longer, so now we use synthetic imitations.) 

With the different properties of the materials in mind, it is easy to see why sometimes a 

bow designed for a certain type of winding might instead require another. If a bow that 

is usually made with a silver winding is found to be on the heavy side, the maker might 

decide to substitute an imitation whalebone winding, and the converse might happen 

as well. 

Most metal wire lappings are either silver, or silver-plated copper or nickel. Less 

expensive bows might have plated wire or pure nickel wire. On very special bows, 

makers sometimes use gold wire.

There are many types of imitation whalebone lapping material. The finest of these 

closely resemble the real thing. They consist of alternating coils of black and light 

brown slightly translucent material. (You may be able to see genuine whalebone 

on some very old bows.) Less expensive bows often have less authentic looking  

imitation whalebone lapping, which is pure white and black, and is not translucent. 

During the life of a bow, it is not uncommon to have to replace the lapping from time 

to time as it wears out or gets damaged by use. It is generally a good idea to use a 

material similar to that of the original lapping in order to duplicate the original weight 

and balance, though it is not altogether essential. 
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Bow Grip Winding (or Lapping)

Silk and tinsel grips are 
light and attractive (1). Wire 
combined with silk has a 
similar appearance (2).

In the past, whalebone was 
commonly used for bow 
grips. Here we see student-
grade imitation whalebone 
(1),  high-grade imitation 
whalebone (2), and an 
old bow with genuine 
whalebone. (3).

The wound part of the grip 
is called winding or lapping. 
The most common kind is 
wire, such as the silver wire 
pictured here.
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Frog Eyes

It’s a good thing we all know the subject is bows, otherwise that heading might lead 

some people to the wrong conclusion! Most bow frogs have an inlaid design in the 

center of each side, called an eye. Most eyes are made of mother-of-pearl or abalone 

shell. There are three main types of eyes found on most bows. 

“Plain” eyes are simple round inlaid dots. They can be of various sizes, depending 

on the taste of the bowmaker. The usual size is about 1/4 inch. “Parisian” eyes are 

usually slightly smaller dots, and have metal rings encircling them about a millimeter 

or so outside the dot. “Full” eyes are similar to Parisian eyes, except that the dot is 

usually larger, and the metal ring touches the dot. Some artistic makers have thought 

of variations on these three main types of eyes, and others have substituted altogether 

different designs. And of course, some bow frogs have no eyes at all. These are often 

called “blind” frogs.

Round or Octagonal? 

Many players wonder why some bow sticks are round and others are octagonal. 

Some players have an avowed preference for one or the other, but it’s a good idea to 

be open to both, as the world’s finest bows come in both types. From a bowmaker’s 

perspective, all bows start as octagonal bows. The first step in thinning and graduating 

a bow stick takes place when the maker planes down each of the four edges of the 

rectangular bow blank. As the stick gets closer to its final shape, the bowmaker flexes 

and weighs the stick. In some cases the weight and stiffness of the stick require the 

bowmaker to round off the edges of the octagon to make the stick lighter and more 

flexible. In other cases, the weight and stiffness are good without this step. 

In workshops that make a lot of bows, it is common for each model to have a 

designated type of stick, round or octagonal. To make this work, the master of the 

shop makes certain assumptions about the wood before the sticks are made, and the 

type is decided before the thinning and graduating begin. In the Eastman Strings bow 

workshop, some models are made this way. For example, all model 40 and 50 bows 

have octagonal sticks. However, for other models, our makers decide during the stick 

making process. That’s why, for example, some model 60 or 80 bows are round, and 

others are octagonal.

Before planing begin, bow 
blanks have a square 

cross-section (1). The next 
step in thinning the stick 

is to plane off the corners, 
resulting in an octagonal 

stick. Many bows remain 
octagonal  when they 

are completed (2). If the 
stick needs to be lighter  

and more flexible, the 
corners  are planed off and 

smoothed, resulting in a 
round stick (3).

1

2

3

Frogs can have different types 
of eyes: (1) plain, (2) Parisian, 

(3) full eye with ring, and 
(4) no eye ("blind frog")

1

2

3

4



A beginning player should not have to make a large investment in his or her first bow. 

At the same time, it is unrealistic to expect an inexperienced player to excel if he or 

she is forced to play with poorly balanced, weak, or warped bow. K.Holtz FG bows 

require no compromise — they are designed with beginning players’ specific needs 

and budgets in mind. These strong, well-balanced, attractive bows produce a smooth, 

clear sound without a lot of physical effort from the player. And with K.Holtz FG bows, 

players can invest their efforts in improving their playing without having to invest a lot 

of money in their bows. 
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Beginner | K.Holtz • FG

K.Holtz • FG Fiberglass Bows

The most important bow a player will ever use is the 
first one.

Model 10 Fiberglass Bows Model 12 Fiberglass Bows

K.Holtz • FG K.Holtz • FG

 • Good weight and balance
 • Smooth, clean sound
 • Extremely durable material and construction
 • Fully lined ebony frogs mounted in nickel silver and 
   mother-of-pearl
 • Silver-plated wire winding and genuine leather grip
 • Genuine unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Violin bows available in sizes 4/4 - 1/32,
 • Viola bows available in sizes 4/4 - 1/4
 • Cello bows available in sizes 4/4 - 1/10
 • Bass bows available in sizes 3/4 - 1/8 (French or
   German frogs) 

A good bow helps a beginner play well. A brightly 
colored one adds to the fun! Our fiberglass bows are also 
available in four brilliant colors!

K. Holtz • FG 
Model 10 Bows 

K. Holtz • FG  
Model 12 Bows 



We tried…but we couldn’t think of a reason why a good sounding carbon 

composite bow shouldn’t also be a lot of fun to use! That’s why, after we made 

sure our K.Holtz Carbon bows had excellent playing and tonal qualities, although 

their bold tone and feel was conceived with the student player in mind, we have 

been pleasantly surprised at how popular they have become with professional 

players as well. 

Advanced | K.Holtz •Carbon
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K.Holtz • Carbon Carbon Composite Bows

A New Generation of Bows for a New Generation
of Players

Model 30 Carbon Composite Bows

K.Holtz • Carbon

 • State-of-the-art carbon composite stick
 • Classic weight and balance
 • Nickel-mounted ebony frog with mother-of-pearl slide and Parisian eye
 • Silver-plated wire winding and genuine leather grip
 • Genuine unbleached Mongolian horse hair
 • Available in black for full and fractional sizes

K. Holtz • Carbon
Model 30 Bow

Bow Tutorial 
Fiberglass 

This is the substance used 
to make many student 

bows (including the K.Holtz 
FG). Fiberglass is made by 
combining long fibers (for 
strength) with a chemical 

binder that hardens into a 
glass-like substance. Of 
course, the type used to 

make bows is flexible and 
tough, so it won’t shatter 

like normal glass. While 
most professional players 

use pernambuco or carbon 
fiber bows, fiberglass is an 

ideal material for making 
student bows, because 

it is strong, flexible, and 
inexpensive to make.

Bow Tutorial
Carbon 

Composite 
The “carbon” in carbon 
composite is a type of 

fiber which adds strength 
to other substances. 

In carbon composites, 
the substance to which 

it is added is usually 
fiberglass, resulting in a 
“fortified” material that 
can be made stronger 
and more manipulable 
by bowmakers. Many 

so-called “carbon fiber” 
bows are actually carbon 

composite. 



The Samuel Eastman name has come to be synonymous with unsurpassed tone and 

hand-craftsmanship in student instruments. Samuel Eastman bows offer the same level 

of quality in materials, craftsmanship, and playability. Each of our Samuel Eastman bow 

models starts with quality materials, and is hand-crafted for ideal weight, balance, and 

strength. 
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Samuel Eastman
The Players are Beginners. The Makers are Experts.

Model 20 Brazilwood Bows

Samuel Eastman

Our entry-level brazilwood bows allow students on a budget to enjoy the 

advantages of hand-made quality. Starting with strong, aged brazilwood sticks, our 

bowmakers construct bows the old-fashioned way. Ebony frogs fully mounted in 

nickel silver and mother-of-pearl, leather and imitation whalebone grips, and quality 

unbleached Mongolian horsehair all contribute to a bow that will assist and reward 

a beginning player’s efforts.     

 
  • Strong round brazilwood stick
 • Hand-crafted for proper weight and balance
 • Ebony frogs fully lined with nickel silver and mother-of-pearl
 • Genuine unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Available for violin, viola, cello, and bass in all sizes



Beginner |Samuel Eastman
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Model 40 Brazilwood Bows

Model 50 Brazilwood Bows

Samuel Eastman

Samuel Eastman

These quality step-up brazilwood bows feature octagonal sticks of select 

brazilwood, and are beautifully hand-crafted and carefully balanced for 

playability and tone. Fitted with fully nickel-mounted ebony frogs, and leather 

and imitation whalebone grips, these bows are an excellent choice for the 

advancing student.

 • Hand-crafted round or octagonal stick of select brazilwood
 • Ebony frog fully lined with nickel silver 
 • Mother-of-pearl slide and Parisian eyes
 • Genuine unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Violin bow available in sizes 4/4 - 1/2
 • Viola bow available in sizes 4/4 - 3/4
 • Cello bow available in sizes 4/4 - 1/2
 • Bass bow available in sizes 7/8 - 1/2, French or German frog

These are our top-of-the-line brazilwood bows. Their meticulous hand-

construction and highest quality materials combine to create bows worthy of 

advanced students. Strong yet supple sticks, beautiful mountings, leather and 

imitation whalebone grips, and quality Mongolian horsehair make them among 

the finest brazilwood bows available anywhere.

 •  Hand-crafted octagonal stick of select brazilwood
 •  Ebony frog fully mounted with nickel silver 
 • Beautiful abalone shell slide and Parisian eyes
 •  Genuine unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Violin bow available in size 4/4 only
 •  Viola bow available in 4/4 only
 • Cello bow available in size 4/4 only

Bow Tutorial 
Brazilwood  

Brazilwood is the wood 
used to make most 

student wood bows. 
Despite the name, not 
all brazilwood comes 

from the country of 
Brazil. Surprised? Well 

consider this: the wood 
is not named after the 
country — the country 

is named after the 
wood! Brazilwood was 

in such high demand as 
a source for the main 

ingredient in fabric dyes 
in Europe at the time 

South America was being 
colonized by Europeans, 

the Portuguese named 
the country after the 

wood because there was 
so much of it there! It’s 

known as brazilwood (or 
brasilwood) because it 
contains the important 
dye chemical brasilin, 

hence the name. Its 
suitability for bow making 

was a happy discovery 
later. Brazilwood  is 

prized for bowmaking 
because it is strong, 

dense, and supple.

Samuel Eastman Model 50 Violin BowSamuel Eastman Model 40 Violin Bow



A beginning player should not have to make a large investment in his or her first bow. 

At the same time, it is unrealistic to expect an inexperienced player to excel if he or 

she is forced to play with poorly balanced, weak, or warped bow. K.Holtz FG bows 

require no compromise — they are designed with beginning players’ specific needs 

and budgets in mind. These strong, well-balanced, attractive bows produce a smooth, 

clear sound without a lot of physical effort from the player. And with K.Holtz FG bows, 

players can invest their efforts in improving their playing without having to invest a lot 

of money in their bows. 
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Advanced | Andreas Eastman

Andreas Eastman
A Definitive Favorite!

Model 60 Pernambuco Bows

Andreas Eastman

Andreas Eastman model 60 bows feature genuine pernambuco sticks, fully 

mounted ebony frogs with colorful mother-of-pearl slides and Parisian eyes, leather 

grips with silver or imitation whalebone winding, and unbleached Mongolian 

horsehair, all made entirely by hand for an entry level price.

  • Hand-crafted stick of genuine pernambuco wood
 • Nickel-mounted ebony frog with genuine mother-of-pearl slide and Parisian eyes
 • Leather and silver wire or imitation whalebone grip
 • Violin bow available in sizes 4/4 - 1/2
 • Viola bow available in 4/4 size
 • Cello bow available in sizes 4/4 - 1/2
 • Bass bow available in 3/4 size, French or German frog



Advanced | Andreas Eastman
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Model 80 Pernambuco Bows

Model 90 Pernambuco Bows

Andreas Eastman

Andreas Eastman

The Andreas Eastman model 80 bows have all of the features of the model 

60 bows, but are made of more select pernambuco. The selection process 

emphasizes straightness of grain, uniformity of color, density, and strength, and 

absence of blemishes. Handcrafted with great attention to detail, these are the 

finest nickel-mounted bows available.

  • Hand-crafted stick of select pernambuco wood
 • Nickel-mounted ebony frog with genuine mother-of-pearl slide and Parisian eyes
 • Leather and silver wire or imitation whalebone grip
 • Unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Violin bow available in sizes 4/4 only
 • Viola bow available in 4/4 size only
 • Cello bow available in sizes 4/4 only
 • Bass bow available in sizes 3/4 only, French or German frog

The model 90 is the silver-mounted bow from our Andreas Eastman workshop. 

Following the tradition bowmakers have adhered to for centuries, we use silver 

mountings only on our professional quality bows. The wood is of exceptional 

quality, hand-carved to reveal its full tonal and aesthetic potential. 

 • Hand-crafted stick from outstanding select, aged pernambuco wood
 • Silver mounted in the established French and German tradition
 • Leather and silver wire or imitation whalebone grip
 • Unbleached Mongolian horsehair
 • Top quality materials and craftsmanship
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size only

Bow Tutorial 
Pernambuco

Here is a fact that 
some may find 

surprising: the wood 
we call pernambuco is 

a type of brazilwood. 
It is usually considered 
to be the best possible 
wood for making bows. 

The pernambuco tree 
is known to botanists 

by its Latin name: 
Caesalpina echinata 

Lam. Because this 
type of  tree grows 

primarily in the Mata 
Atlantica region of 

Brazil, which is in the 
state of Pernambuco, 

most people call the 
wood pernambuco 

as well. Originally 
exported to Europe 

for use in dyes, it was 
the wood of choice for 

most bowmakers by 
about the beginning 
of the 19th century. 

Pernambuco trees 
are now endangered 
by overcutting, and 

conservation efforts are 
under way. 

Andreas Eastman Model 90 Violin BowAndreas Eastman Model 80 Violin Bow



Cadenza bows make use of the latest technology to answer an age-old question: How 

can you get a bow that is durable, handles easily, and produces a great sound, all 

without spending a fortune?  
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Advanced | Cadenza

Cadenza
It’s Your Turn to Shine!

Students and teachers love the strength, durability, 
classic appearance, and modest price of the Cadenza 
bow. This strong carbon fiber bow with traditional 
nickel mountings is an ideal  bow for multiple uses.

 • Strong carbon fiber stick with fully lined ebony frog
 • Three part button
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Available for in size 4/4 for violin, viola, and cello
 • Bass bows available in 3/4 size, French or German frog

Model 301 Carbon Fiber Bows Model 302 Carbon Fiber Bows

Cadenza Cadenza P 

The unique woven carbon, refined balance and the 
beauty of the colorful mother-of-pearl slide and 
Parisian eye set the Cadenza P bow apart.

 • Unique woven carbon fiber stick 
 • Three part button
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair 
 • Step-up Cadenza bow
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size only



Advanced | Cadenza
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Model 304 Carbon Fiber Bows

Model 305 Carbon Fiber Bows

Cadenza P P

Cadenza P P P

Keeping with the tradition of bowmakers of past centuries, we mount 

our professional quality carbon fiber sticks with nickel to indicate their 

excellence. (See page 62 for details on mountings.) Discerning players 

recognize the superior quality and classic elegance of the Cadenza P P.

 • Professional quality pernambucco faced carbon fiber stick
 • Three part button with mother-of-pearl inlay
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Nickel mounted
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size only

The Cadenza P P P provides professional musicians a top quality bow with all 
the outstanding playing tonal and visual characteristics of fine pernambuco. The 
beautiful silver-mounted and inlaid frog, three-part button, and French-style grip 
please the most discerning eye.

 • Top quality pernambucco faced hollow carbon fiber stick
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Beautiful silver-mounted frog and three part button with mother-of-pearl inlay
 • Carefully balanced for optimal professional use
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size only

Bow Tutorial 
Carbon or 

Carbon Fiber
This term refers to a 
substance made by 
suspending carbon 
fibers in a binding 

material. Carbon 
bows have only been 
around for a decade 

or so, but today many 
musicians recognize 

the excellent qualities 
of this material. Some 

carbon bows sell 
for as much as fine 
pernambuco bows. 

Many professional and 
advanced players use 
carbon bows either as 

their main bow, 
or as a backup.

 Cadenza PP              Cadenza PPP



Our bow workshop master puts his own name on only three models of bows. These are 

the bows for which he uses rare, private stock aged pernambuco, and custom made 

inlaid frogs and buttons. Expert bowmakers craft these bows to the highest standards 

of playability and workmanship. Such expert craftsmanship brings out the full tonal and 

playing qualities of some of the world’s best bow wood. Like proud workshop masters 

in past centuries, the Eastman Master workshop uses special decorative silver or gold 

mountings only on the best-of-the-best sticks that come from his own hand, or the 

hands of his most experienced bowmakers. 
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Master | Eastman Master Series

Eastman Master Series
Master Bows in the Old World Tradition

Model 100 Pernambuco Bows

Eastman Master Series

Eastman Master Series model 100 silver mounted bows are 
crafted to meet the exacting tonal and articulation demands of 
professional musicians. Starting with pernambuco wood that is 
among the very best to be found, Eastman Master workshop top 
bowmakers craft sticks of remarkable strength, suppleness, and 
responsiveness. Their pride in their work is evident through their 
exquisite silver mounted frogs and mother-of-pearl inlaid buttons, 
and the special French-style silver and silk grips with durable 
lizard skin thumb leathers. These are bows of rare quality used by 
performing artists.

 • Stick hand-crafted by Eastman Master and his top bowmakers
 • Made from private stock aged pernambuco of incomparable quality
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Branded with the workshop master’s name, in indication of
   their quality
 • Beautiful silver mounted frogs and inlaid buttons 
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size

Eastman Master Model 100 Bow
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Model 200 Gold Mounted Pernambuco 
Bows (special order only)

Model 200 Pernambuco Bows

Eastman Master Series

Eastman Master Series

Gold mounted bows are the sine qua non of master bow 
workshops around the world and throughout the ages. Gold 
mountings are reserved by most makers for the rare bows 
they painstakingly craft from their best reserve of pernambuco 
wood. Eastman Master workshop gold mounted bows are no 
exception to this practice. These are the best bows available 
from our distinguished workshop.

 • Ultra-select private stock pernambuco sticks
 • Genuine gold frog and button mountings 
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Gold and silk lapping on grips
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size

In past centuries, bowmakers looking for a way to distinguish 

their best work often sought out rare and valuable materials to 

use for frogs, buttons, and grips. Additionally, special workshops 

created bows with that became their workshop signature. 

Vintage bows with these special patterns are now among the 

most coveted by  collectors and players. Our Eastman Master 

workshop has created bows to match the vintage bows of the 

workshops of Francescatti’s Pecatte, Jean Baptiste Vuillaume, 

and Sartori. Model 200 bows are exquisite examples of these 

fine workshops in the old world tradition.

 • Ultra-select private stock pernambuco sticks
 • Genuine sterling frog and button mountings 
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Silver and silk lapping on grips
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size

Eastman Master Model 200 Bows

Eastman Master Model 200 Gold Mounted Bow
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Steffen Kuhnla
Master Bows from Germany

In a tiny village in the German state of Saxony, Master Bowmaker Steffen Kuhnla 

and his journeyman assistant craft artist bows from select pernambuco in the cen-

turies-old German tradition. Mr. Kuhnla received his Master’s Certificate in 1988, 

thus joining a small group of elite bowmakers in history who can claim this honor. 

Respected by players for his understanding of bow balance, weight, and strength, 

and by other bowmakers and bow aficionados for the exquisite detail and precision 

of his work, Mr. Kuhnla has made bows for professional players throughout Europe, 

Asia, and America. 

Model 510 Pernambuco Bows

Steffen Kuhnla

The Steffen Kuhnla model 510 bows feature octagonal sticks hand crafted from select 
pernambuco. Their ebony frogs bear the maker’s distinctive brand and large mother-
of-pearl eyes. Their strong, well-balanced sticks produce a powerful sound and crisp 
response. These bows are suitable for professionals or serious students.

 • Entirely hand-made by Master Bowmaker Steffen Kuhnla
 • Octagonal stick made from select aged pernambuco
 • Silver mounted ebony frog
 • Silver wire and leather grip
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Suitable for professional musicians or serious students
 • Available for violin, viola, and cello in 4/4 size

Steffen Kuhnla Model 510 Cello Bow 
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Kuhnla, Steffen
Born 1961
Steffen Kuhnla learned the 
craft of bow making in the 
Markneukirchen Sinfonia 
bow making workshop 
under the direction of Rudi 
Messing and Michael Thomae 
between 1978 and 1980. His 
journeyman’s years (1980 to 
1988) were mostly spent in 
the Otto Dürrschmidt firm. At 
one point during this period 
of time, Steffen Kuhnla also 
worked for Herbert Leicht in 
Hohendorf; this experience 
had important catalytic impact 
on his later working career. 
In 1988 he took his master’s 
examination in bow making 
in Markneukirchen. After this, 
he once again worked for 
VEB Sinfonia, but this time 
under his own name and 
out of his own workshop in 
Bad Brambach. The bows 
he made during this time 
period were stamped ST. 
KUHNLA. In 1990, soon after 
the reunification of Germany, 
Steffen Kuhnla set himself up 
totally on his own; since then, 
he has stamped his bows 
STEFFEN KUHNLA and, on 
the frog, with a coat of arms 
that includes the initials ‘S 
K’. His violin, viola and cello 
bows are usually based on 
an E. Sartory model which 
he has modified, making it 
more personalized. Some 
of his viola bows have been 
influenced by Herbert Leicht’s 
“Buchholz” model.

Reprinted from: German Bow 
Makers, Volume 2  © 2000 Klaus 
Grünke, C. Hans-Karl Schmidt, 
Wolfgang Zunterer, 
All Rights Reserved.

Model 530 Pernambuco Bows

Model 540F & 550G Pernambuco Bass Bows

Steffen Kuhnla

Steffen Kuhnla

The Steffen Kuhnla model 530 bows are crafted from the highest grade of 
aged select pernambuco available. Their superior round or octagonal sticks 
are fitted with ebony frogs that are fully mounted in sterling silver, with full 
eyes in silver rings. Their precise crafting and beautiful materials are visible 
reflections of their outstanding handling and tone producing characteristics. 
These bows are ideal for professional musicians.

 • Entirely hand-made by Master Bowmaker Steffen Kuhnla
 • Round or octagonal stick made from superior select aged pernambuco
 • Silver mounted ebony frog with full mother-of-pearl eye in silver ring
 • Silver wire and leather grip
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Used by professional musicians world-wide

 • Entirely hand-made by Master Bowmaker Steffen Kuhnla
 • Silver mounted ebony frog
 • Genuine Mongolian horse hair
 • Professional quality bow
 • Available in French and German models, 3/4 size

Steffen Kuhnla Model 530 Cello Bow 

Steffen Kuhnla Model 550G German Bass bowSteffen Kuhnla Model 540F French Bass bow
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Bridge Acoustic

Bridge Acoustic Instruments
The Future of Violin Making

Bridge Instruments was founded in 1995 by luthiers Ceris Jones and Paul Bridgewater 
who trained at the world renowned violin making school in Newark, England. Using 
their knowledge and skill, they have created the most prestigious brand of electric and 
acoustic bow played instruments in the UK. This is verified by the impressive list of 
endorsees including Sigur Ros, Julian Cox (Alison Moyet, Charlotte Church), Jimmy 
Mattingly (Dolly Parton, Garth Brooks), the Eclipse quartet (Mc Fly, Lucie Silvas) the 
Siren quartet (Gnarls Barkley), Chi2 (Moby, Anastacia) and The Levellers.

In 2000 BRIDGE was recognized as one of the UK’s foremost companies for innovative 
design, receiving a millennium award from the design council of Great Britain. Their 
innovation in design and materials make Bridge Instruments a leader in the electric and 
innovative acoustic violin market.

Bridge acoustic instruments are a look to the future of acoustic stringed instruments. 
The beautiful WOODSTOCK and SIREN models come in both 4 and 5 stringed violins 
as well as 4 stringed violas and cellos.

•  Designed in the United Kingdom
•  Inspired by the Cremonese masters
•  Bridge blends distinctive outlines to create a new and exciting range of acoustic violins
•  Unmistakable Bridge headstock. Woodstock with rosewood inlay and Siren with ebony inlay.
•  Single inlaid purfling
•  Carved spruced top with stylized F holes
•  Flamed maple back, ribs, and neck
•  Boxwood and ebony fittings

•  Supplied with an oblong case



Bridge Electric Instruments
Bridge electric instruments give incredible 
versatility to the string performer.

Bridge offers a full range of electric instruments in exciting colors. Four 
stringed violins make up the AQUILA line, while five stringed violins compile 
the LYRA line. Bridge makes a four stringed violin - the OCTAVE, a violin with 
special strings that play one octave lower than normal strings. The DRACO, is 
the cello equivalent and the CETUS is a remarkable four stringed bass. All of 
the BRIDGE instruments come in attractive finishes that are unique to these 
instrument lines.

•  Designed in the United Kingdom
•  Light, hollow resonant body made of carbon fiber and Kevlar
•  Maple neck and headstock
•  Ebony fittings
•  ‘Bridge’ Piezo pickup system
•  Active surface pre-amp
•  Instrument output - 200mV nominal
•  Load resistance - 10K Ohms minimum
•  Lithium 3V battery - violin with an average playing life of 1000 hours
•  PP3 9V battery - cello and bass with 
 an average playing life of 3000 hours
•  Volume and tone controls

Bridge Electric
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Fiberglass Cases

Eastman Cases
Handcrafted Cases

With Eastman Cases, the secret is inside the case. Using aircraft design and 
technology, Eastman Cases incorporate proprietary materials to insure the 
case protects your precious instrument.  Materials and designed strength 
panels are strategically placed in areas that typically take a beating in 
transport.  The result is a great case that is lightweight, yet strong and 
beautifully designed, yet practical.

Fiberglass Violin,Viola, and Cello Cases

•  Constructed of reinforced fiberglass to achieve the ultimate in strength & durability  
•  Unique design - moon and rocket shapes
•  Full suspension system in foam with grey velour for a snug interior fit.   
•  New upgraded black hardware tested for durability 
•  Anti-slip back pack straps 
•  2 bow spinners and accessory pocket 
•  Great colors – blue, black, white, silver, green, & red 

•  Special colors for rocket shape - Red/Gold iridescent, Blue/Green/Purple iridescent

CAVL16R Fiberglass rocket shaped violin case, 4/4 - smooth finish 

CAVL16R-IR Fiberglass rocket shaped violin case, 4/4 - iridescent colors, smooth finish 

CAVL16M Fiberglass moon shaped violin case, 4/4 - smooth finish

CAVA16M Fiberglass moon shaped viola case, 16.5-15” - smooth finish 

CAVL16D   Fiberglass dart shaped violin case, 4/4 - smooth finish

CAVA16D   Fiberglass dart shaped viola case, 16.5-15” - smooth finish

CACL16P   Fiberglass cello case,  4/4 – 1/2 - pebble finish

CACL18P  Fiberglass cello case with wheels - pebble finish 

CACL26 Z-tek lightweight fiberglass cello case, 4/4 only - smooth finish

CACL28 Z-tek lightweight fiberglass cello case w/wheels, 4/4 only- smooth finish

CACL28

CAVL16M
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CACL-K1

K1 - Carbon Fiber Case

•  Constructed of carbon fiber reinforced fiberglass to achieve the ultimate in
 strength, durability, and low weight. 
•  Reinforced at the neck, scroll and bridge sections for shock resistance and
 exceptional protection. 
•  Unique design of cello case protects the back from scratches. 
•  Full suspension system in foam with grey velour for a snug interior fit.   
•  New upgraded black hardware tested for durability 
•  Anti-slip back pack straps, well placed handles, and wheels 
•  Light  Weight  
•  Great colors – blue, black, white, silver, green, and red 

CAVL-K1D Carbon fiber violin case, dart shaped, 4/4/ only -  smooth finish

CAVA-K1D Carbon fiber viola case, dart shaped,, 16.5" - 15" only -  smooth finish

CACL-K1W   Carbon fiber cello case with wheels, 4/4 only - smooth finish

CACL-K1  Carbon fiber cello case, 4/4 only - smooth finish

CACL28
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Cello Cases

Eastman Cases

CACL-K3 BRNWVCACL-K4 CAMO

Ultra-Lightweight
Carbon Fiber Cello Case

•  Constructed of carbon fiber to achieve the   
   ultimate in strength, durability, and low weight. 
•  Proprietary reinforcement at the neck, scroll   
 and bridge sections for exceptional protection. 
•  Unique design protects the back from scratches. 
•  Full suspension system in foam with grey   
 velour for a snug interior fit.   
•  New upgraded black hardware tested for durability 
•  Anti-slip back pack straps, well placed handles,  
 and wheels 
•  Average Weight – 7.5 pounds 
•  Great woven patterned colors – titanium, brown,  
 navy, french blue, & celery 

CACL-K3W   Carbon fiber cello case with wheels, 4/4 

CACL-K3  Carbon fiber cello case, 4/4  
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Avoid touching the varnished parts of the instrument. 

 Necks are traditionally not varnished, and they are the best place to hold your   
 instrument. Endpins and chinrests are also less likely to be damaged by handling, so feel  
 free to hold your instrument by them (particularly if you are using two hands.) Sweat,   
acid, and abrasion from fingers will degrade varnish and damage instruments.

Always wipe your strings, fingerboard, and the top of your 
instrument with a soft cloth before putting it in its case. 

 Remove rosin and make sure any dirt and sweat from your fingers on the fingerboard  
 has been removed. Dirty strings, fingerboards, and varnish are likely to corrode and   
 require replacement or repair. Plus, they look bad!

Run a cleaning cloth between the stick and hair of your bow to 
get all the rosin off the stick before you put it away.

 Then loosen the bow hair! It’s so simple, and failing to do so will stretch the hair, and   
worse, will likely weaken, warp, or un-camber the stick. 

When installing or servicing fine tuners, apply bee’s wax or 
paraffin to the threads of the tuning screw to help them turn 
more easily. 

 Re-apply as necessary to keep them turning smoothly.

Please, do yourself and future generations of musicians who 
may want to use your instrument and bow one day a favor and 
avoid the temptation to repair them yourself!

 Sometimes it seems that it would be simple to take care of cracks, varnish damage, and  
 other problems, but sometimes amateur repairers with the best intentions inadvertently  
 do more harm than good. No offense, we’re sure you are very talented, but if you don’t  
 have training in instrument and bow repair, we suggest you keep your hands off!

Take your instrument and bow to a qualified repair shop 
periodically to have them checked out.

 Minor adjustments such as straightening the bridge, adjusting the soundpost placement,  
 cleaning accumulated rosin and dirt, repairing minor openings, rehairing bows, repairing  
 or replacing grips, and other such maintenance, will keep your equipment functioning at  
 its best and possibly prevent larger problems that would be more expensive to fix at a  
 later time. 
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